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Probabilistic Reversible Automata
and Quantum Automata
Marats Golovkins* and Maksim Kravtsev**
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Latvia
Raina bulv. 29, Riga, Latvia
maratsOlatnet.lv, maksimsObatsolt.lv
Abstract. To study relationship between quantum finite automata and
probabilistic finite automata, we introduce a notion of probabilistic re-
versible automata (PRA, or doubly stochastic automata). We find that
there is a strong relationship between different possible models of PR A
and corresponding models of quantum finite automata. We also propo
a classification of reversible finite I-way automata.
1 Introduction
Here we introduce common notions used throughout the paper as well 8ScQ;
marize its contents. .1
We analyze two models of probabilistic reversible automata in this pa
namely, l-way PRA and 1.5-way PRA.
If not specified otherwise, we denote by E an input alphabet of an autorria
Every input word is enclosed into end-marker symbols # and $. Therefor
introduce a working alphabet as F = Eu {#,$}. By Q we normally unde'
the set of states of an automaton. By L we understand complement of a l .I
L. Given an input word w, by Iwl we understand the number of symbols in,"
with [wI, we denote i-th symbolof w, counting from the beginning (exch,l
'J
end-markers). By q -!...., q', 5 c E*, we denote that there is a positive probal:i
to get to a state q' by reading some word ~ E 5, starting in q.
Let us consider A. Nayak's model of quantum automata with mixed -
(QFA-N, IN 99]). (Evolution is characterized by a unitary matrix and ~
quent measurements are performed after each step, POVM measure men'
being allowed.) If a result of every measurement is a single configuratio~
a superposition, and measurements are performed after each step, we aCt
get a probabilistic automaton. However, the following property applies)
probabilistic automata - their evolution matrices are doubly stochastic. T
courages us to give the following definition for probabilistic reversible auto~
______ '~I
Research partially supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant No.O~
and grant for Ph.D. students; University of Latvia, K. Morbergs grant; E~
Commission, contract IST-1999-11234 C·,.
Research partial.ly supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant No"Ol'
and European Commission, contract IST-1999-11234
O.H. Ibarra e nd L. Zhang (Ed s. ): COCOON 2002. LNCS 2387. pp. 574-583, 2002.
© Sp r ro ger . Verlag Berl.n Heidelberg 2002
Definition 1.1. A probabilistic automaton is ca.lled reversible if its linear oper-
ator can be described by a doubly stochMtic matri:l:,
;;; At least two definitions exist, how to interpret word acceptance, and hence,
aanguage recognition, for reversible automata.,.
1,Definltlon 1.2. Classical acceptance. (C-automata) We say that an automaton
~:Dccepts(rejects) a word clMsically, if its set of states consists of two disjoint
;i~bsets: acapting states and rejecting states, and the following conditions hold:
f·~theautomaton accepts the word, i/ it is in accepting state after having read the
;last symbol of the word;
~.the automaton rejects the word, if it is in rejecting state after hauing read the
~1'!3tsymbol of the word.
f
VJeflnition 1.3. "Decide and halt" acceptance, (DH-automata) We say that
t'pn automaton accepts (rejects) a word in a decide-and-halt manner, if its set
io/states consists of three disjoint subsets: accepting states, rtljecting states and
Hon-haLting states, and the following conditions hold:
the computation is continued only if the automaton enters a non-halting state;
if the automaton enters an accepting state, the word is accepted;
.if the automaton enters a rejecting state, the word is rejected.
~ Having defined word acceptance, we define language recognition in an equiv-
~'ntway as in [R 63]. We consider only bounded error language recognition in
ills paper. By Px,A we denote the probability that a word :z; is accepted by an
~utomaton A.
,.
eflnition 1.4. We say that a language L is recognized with bounded error by
- automaton A with interual (PI, P2) if PI < P2 and PI =: sUp{P",A I x f$. L),
.= inf{P ••,A I x E L}.
e .say that a language is recognized with a probability p if the language is
ognized with interval (1 - p, p). We say that a language is recognized with
obability 1 - e, if for every e > a there exists an automaton which recognizes
'e.;language with interval (£ I , 1 - £2), where e 1, £2 $ E.
;' In Section 2, we discuss properties of PRA C-automata (PRA-C). We prove
t PRA-C recognize the class of languages ai t:l2 . " a;' with probability 1 - e.
b19 class can be recognized by measure-many quantum finite automata [KW 97]
QFA.KW), with worse acceptance probabilities, however [ABFK 99]. This also
,'plies that QFA-N recognize this class of languages with probability 1 - e .
.. .her, we show general class of regular languages, not recognizable by PRA·C.
articular, such languages as (a.,b)*e. and n(a,b)* are in this class, This class
strong similarities with the class of languages, not recognizable by QFA-KW
V 00). We also show that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is
~d under boolean operations. In Section 3 we prove, that PRA DH-automata
o'nat recognize the language (a,b)·a. In Section 4 we discuss some properties of
&:wayPRA. We also present an alternative notion of probabilistic reversibility,
. t~;connectedwith quantum automata. In Section 5 we propose a classification
.ieversible automata (deterministic, probabilistic and quantum).
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2 1-Way Probabilistic Reversible C-Automata
Definition 2.1. I-way probabilistic reversible C-automaton (PRA-C)
A = (Q, E, qo, QF, 0) is specified by a finite set of states Q, a finite input alpha-
bet E, an initial state qo E Q, a set of accepting states Q F ~ Q, and a transition
function 0 : Q x r x Q -t IRlo, II, where r = E u {#, $} is the input tape alpha-
bet of A and #, $ are end-markers not in E. FUrthermore, transition function
satisfies the following requirements:
'v'(ql ,O'll E Q x r I:O(ql,O'I,q) = 1
qEQ
'v'(ql,O'll E Q x r Lo(q,O'I,ql) = 1
qEQ
For every input symbol 0' E r, the transition function may be determined
by a IQI x IQI matrix VO" where (V" )i,j = o(qj, 0', qi)'
We define word acceptance as specified in Definition 1.2. The set of rejecting,
states is Q \ QF. We define language recognition as in Definition 1.4. j
Now we present several results on the class of languages recognizable bJY"
PRA-C. '
Lemma 2.2. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C A with interval (PI,P:l),
exists a PRA-C which recognizes the language with probability P, where '
:J
(1)
(2)
_ {~' if PI + P2 ~ 1P - .....!.=E.L. i + < 1
2-PI-p,' JPI P2 .
1\
Theorem 2.3. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C, it is recognized b~
PRA-C with probability 1 - c. .,J
I~
Proof. Idea of the proof. Assume that a language L is recognized by a PRA-Q
A. The language L is recognized with probability 1 - e, using a system of ~
identical copies of A. A system of n PRA-C automata may be simulated by il
single PRA-C automaton. 0'
Lemma 2.4. If a language LI is recognizable with probability greater than,
and a language L2 is recognizable with probability greater than ~ then langua~'
LI n L2 and LI U L2 are recognizable with probability greater than !. "
Theorem 2.5. The class of languages recognized by PRA-C is closed unde
intersection, union and complement.
Proof. Let us consider languages L1, L2 recognized by some PRA-C automat
By Theorem 2.3, these languages is recognizable with probability 1 - E, aD
therefore by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, union and intersection of these languages
also recognizable. If a language L is recognizable by a PRA-C A, we can constru
an automaton which recognizes a language I just by making accepting states
A to be rejecting, and vice versa.
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Lemma 2.6. If A is a doubly stochastic matrix and X • a vector, then
ma.x(X) ~ ma.x(AX) and min(X) :5 min(AX),
Theorem 2.7. For every natural positive ri, a language Ln = aia2'" a~ is
recognizable by some PRA -C with alphabet {ai, 0.2, . , , , an},
Proof, We construct a PRA-C with n + 1 states, qo being the Initial state, corre-
sponding to probability distribution vector (10,.,0) T. The transition function
Is determined by (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices
( J [
l! 0 ". 0 ) (1 1 OJ10.,,0 110 0 n"'n1 I ~ ~ •••0- ... ;; 001 I " ..: 7 " : IVa, = n=T ' "n-l , ... , Va~= i '.i :
.. '. :::', : ;;.,,;;0
O I 1 .. . " 0 0 1;;,,';; .00-1- _1_ , •.
n-l ". n-l
The accepting states are qo ... qn-l, the only rejecting state is qn. We prove, that
the automaton recognizes the language Ln,
Case W E Ln. All W E Ln are accepted with probability 1.
. Case W ¢ Ln. Consider k such that w = WID'W2, IWII = k, WI E Ln and
WID' ¢ Ln. Since all one-letter words are in Ln, k > O. Let at = [W]k and a, = U.
So we have s < t, 1 :5 s :5 n - I, 2 :5 t :5 n. The word Wla. is accepted
with probability 1 - l(n~-,'+l)' By Lemma 2,6, since l(n~~~l) < t, reading the
symbols succeeding wla. will not increase accepting probability, Therefore, to
find maximum accepting probability for words not in Ln, we have to maximize
1- l(n~-'~l)' where s < t, 1 :5 s :5 n - I, 2 :5 t :5 n. We get that the automaton
}eCOgniZeSthe language with interval (1- [(~),j+n+l' 1)' (By Theorem 2.3,
'Ln can be recognized with probability 1 - E). 0
'j:,.
,Corollary 2.8. Quantum finite automata with mixed states (model of Nayak,IN gg}) recognize Ln = aia2 . , . a~ with probability 1 - E.
~
~
·.·.roof. This comes from the fact, that matrices Val' Va" ' .. I Va~ from the proof
'f Theorem 2,7 (as well as tensor powers of those matrices) all have unitary
[prototypes (see Definition 5.1). 0
" Now we introduce a general class of regular languages not recognizable by
PRA-C.
efinitlon 2.9. We say that a regular language is of type (*) if the following
.'. true for the minimal deterministic automaton recognizing this language: Exist
'r .
ree states q, ql, q2, exist words X, y such that ql i- qz; qx = q1J qy = qz;
IE (x, y)" 3tl E (x, y)O qlttl = ql; "it E (x, y)O 3t2 E (x, y)O q2tt2 = q2.
,We say that a regular language is of type (*') if the following is true for the
inimal deterministic automaton recognizing this language: Exist three states q,
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ql. q2. exist words z, y such that Ql ;f q2; qx = ql, qy = q2; qlX = qi, QIY = ql;
Q2x = 12, Q2Y = Q2·
We say that a regular language is oj type (.,,") if the fol/owing i3 true for the
minimal deterministic automaton recognizing this language: Exi.sttwo states QII
Q2, exist words z , Y such that ql t= q2; qlx = q2, Q2X = q2; q2Y = Ql·
Type (.") languages are exactly those languages that violate the partial order
condition of [BP 991.
Lemma 2.10. If A is a deterministic finite automaton with a set of states Q
and alphabet E, then Vq E Q'1x E E" 3k > 0 qx" = qx2k_
Lemma 2.11. A regular language is of type (-) iff it is of type (*') or type (.1/),
Proof. 1) If a language is of type ("I), it is of type (,,). Obvious.
2) If a language is of type (.if), it is of type (.). Consider a language of type
(.") with states Qj',q:j and words xl/,y". To build construction of type (*), we
take Q = ql = qi/, q2 ee qfj. X = I"Y", Y = x", That forms transitions qx = QII
qy = Q2,qlX = ql, qlY = q2, q2X = ql, Q2Y = 12. We have satisfied all the ruldi
of ( •.). "~
3) If a language is of type ("), it is of type (.1) or (."). ConsIder a language
whose minimal deterministic automaton has construction (*). By Lemma 2.10,
:Js:Ja qlX" = q. and q,x'" = q.; 3t:Jb ql yb = qt and qtyb = ql; 3u3c q2xC = q:
and quIC = qui :Ju3d Q2yd = qv and s-v" = qu- If ql i' q«, by the rules of (of;
:Jz q, Z= ql' Therefore the language is of type (."). If q2 ;f q" I by the rules of
(.),3z quz = q2, and the language is of type (ott). Likewise, if ql #: q! or q2 #: qUI'
the language is of type (."). If ql = q. = qt and q2 = q" = qc, we have qx" = qf~
qyd = q2, ql;r:" = ql yb = qll Q2xC = q2yd = q2' We get the construction ("") if we,
take x' = ~"C, y' = ybd. ,. ~
We are going to prove that every language of type (0) IS not recognizable b~~
any PM-C. For this purpose, we use several definitions from the theory of finite
jMarkov chains OKS 761). . -~'.'Definition. 2.12. A "." OJ is accessible from 0, ('en,"" 0' -> OJ) if then<i,a positive probability to get from q, 10 q) (possibly in several steps). ."
Definition 2.13 .. ': qj and q.J communicate (denoted qi H qj) if ql ~ "U.."
and qj ~ q. '>:i
Defl.nition 2,1.4, .A Mark.OV cham is. "/I,, 'aubly stochastic, if its ,m"""1
matm is a doubly stochastic matrix. ,
We recall the following theorem from the theory of finite Markov chains: :
Theorem 2.15. If a Markoll chain unth. a matrix A is irreducible and aperiod"
a) it has a unique stationary distribution Z;
b) lim An=(Z, ... ,Z);
" ....•00
c) "IX Urn A"X= Z,
n.•.•OO
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Several facts about doubly stochastic matrices follow from this theorem.
Corollary 2.16. If a doubly stochastic Markov chain with an m x m matrix A
is irreducible a(nd~a~~~t)CI . (~)
a) lim An"" ;b)VX lim Anx"" .
,,-tOO .!..L n-tOO .L
m i., m m
Lemma 2.17.. If M i.s a doubly .stochastic Markov chain with a matrix A, then
'r/q q ~ q.
Corollary 2.18. Suppose A is a doubly stochastic matrix. Then existJ Ie> 0,
such that Vi (Ak)"i > O.
Lemma 2.19. If M is a doubly stochastic Markov chain and q,. ~ qb, then
q,. H qb'
" Now, using the facts above, we can prove tha.t any language of type (*) is
not recognizable by PRA-C.
Lemma 2.20. If a regular. language is of type (*'), it is not recognizable by any
PRA-C,
Proof Assume from the contrary, that A is a PRA-C automaton which recog-
nlzes a language Is C E" of type (.').
Since Is is of type (*'), it is recognized by a deterministic automaton D which
hes three states q, ql, q2 such that ql "I- q2. qx "" ql, qy "" 92, qlx = ql. 91Y = ql,
Fox"" q2. Q2'Y "" q., where z ,Y E E", Furthermore, exists weE" such that
.S'Qw "" q, where 90 is an initial state of D, and exists a word z E Eo, such that
'91% "" q,.cc. if and only if q2Z = q •.•j, where Q••cc is an accepting state and q•.•j ill
:ll.rejecting state of D, Without loss of generality we assume that qlz = q,.cc and
'q~z= q•.•i:
ri The transition function of the automaton A is determined by doubly stcchss-
'Ucmatrices V<711' . , I V17~' The words from the construction (*') are z "" O"i! . , . C'i.
~tndy = 0" Jl , •• 0" -: The t~a.nsitions induced by words x and l/ are det~r~ined
~
·~Ydoubly stochastic matnces X "" Va, .•. Va., and Y = V"J'" , V<7il' Similarly,
be transitions Induced by words wand Z BIe determined by doubly stochastic
watrlces Wand Z, By Corollary 2.18, exists K > 0, such that
(3)
Consider a relation between the states of the automaton defined as R =
. (",I< 11K)"
. q.,qj) I q, ~ qj}. By (3), this relation is reflexive. By Lemma 2.19, the
.i!lationR Is symmetric,
. Surely R is transitive, Therefore all states of A may be partitioned into
ulvalence classes [qoJ, [qj,l,.,. I [qi~l. Let us renumber the states of A In such
wa.y, that states from one equivalence class have consecutive numbers. First
me the states in [qoJ, then in !q,,], etc.
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Consider the word xK yK. The transition induced by this word is determined
by a. doubly stochastic matrix C = yKX K. We prove the following proposition.
States q", and qbate in one equivalence class if and only if q", -t qb with matrix
C. Suppose q", -t qb. Then (qa, 9b) E R, a.nd qa, qb are in one equivalence class.
Suppose q"" qb are in one equivalence class. Then
(4)
%K vK . rK
By (3), q. -1 q; and 9; ~ q" Therefore If qi -l
.. UK zKVX
and again, If qi - qj, then q. --'-t qj. That transforms (4)
qb, where t > O. We have proved the proposition.
By the proved proposition, due to the renumbering of states, matrix C
is a block diagonal matrix, where each block corresponds to an equivalence
class of the relation R. Let us identlfy these blocks as Co,CI, ... , en' By (3);
a Markov chain with matrix C is aperiodic. Therefore each block C; corre-
sponds to an aperiodic irreducible doubly stochastic Markov chain with state
[q,,], By Corollary 2.16, lim em: J, J is a block diagonal matrix, where
rn-e oc
(I/K» ,
for each (p x p) block C; (Crki :; ~. Relation q; ~ 9j is a subrelatloa
of R, therefore yK is a block diagonal matrix with the same block orderln&:
anclslzes as C and J. (This does not eliminate possibility that some block
of yJ< is constituted of smaller blocks, however.) Therefore JyK = J, an~
lim Z(yKXKrW = lim Z(yKXK)",yKW = ZJW. So :.\
rn'-+oo m-lOQ 'j
Vi: > 0 3m II(Z(yK XKrW - Z(yKXK)'TlyKW) Qoll < E. However, by co~
struction (*'), Vk "1m w(x"'y"')"':t ELand wy~(xki)'nz rt. L. This requires exi~
tence of € > 0, such that "1m II(Z(yK XK)mw - Z(yK XK)myKW) Qoll > t'~
This is a contradiction. ~
Lemma 2.21. If a regula.r language is of type (•."), it is not recognizable by (I~f
PRA·C. I
Proof. Proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 2.20. :~
Theorem 2.22. If a. regular language is of type ("), it is not recognizable by a~
PRA-C. . ,I
Proof. By Lemmas 2.11, 2.20, 2.21. •1
We proved (Lemma 2.11) that the construction of type (.) is a generalizatlo~
the construction proposed by lBP 99]. Also it can be easily noticed, that ih
type ( .•..) co.nstr. uction IS B.. generaliz.ation of construction proposed bY. [AK.VOO.J.
(Constructions of IBP 99j and [AKY 00] characterize languages, not recogni
by measure-many quantum finite automata of [KW 971.) .~\,
Corollary 2.23. Languages (a,bj*a and a(a,b)" are not recognized by PRA,Q
Proof. Both languages are of type (*).
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3 1-Way Probabilistic Reversible DR-Automata
Definition 3.1. The definition differs from one lor P RA -C (Definition 2.1) by
the following: languages are recognized according to Definition 1.3.
It is easy to see that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is a proper
subclass oflanguages recognized by PRA-DH. For example, the language a(a,b)*
is recognizable by PRA-DH. However, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.2. Language (a, b) "'a is not recognized by PRA-DH.
Proof. Assume from the contrary that such automaton exists. While reading
any sequence of a and b, this automaton can halt only with some probability p
strictly less then 1, so accepting and rejecting probabilltles may differ only by
lop, because any word belonging to the language is not dependent on any prefix.
Therefore for each E > 0 we can find that after reading a prefix of certain length,
the total probability to halt while continue reading the word is less then E. In
this case we can apply similar techniques as in the proof of Lemma. 2.20. 0
4 Alternative Approach to Finite Reversible Automata
and 1.5-Way Probabilistic Reversible Automata
Let us consider an automaton A' = (Q,l;,qO,QF,6') that can be obtained
from a probabilistic automaton A = (Q,l;,Qo,QF,6) by specifying 6'(Q,C1,Q') =
J(tf,C1,q) for all q', C1and q. If A' is vel1d probabilistic automaton then we can
,callA and A' probabilistic reversible automata.
Definition 4.1. An automaton of some type is called weakly reversible if the
reverse of its transition function corresponds to the transition function of a valid
automaton 01 the same type.
Note: in case of deterministic automaton where 5 : Q x r x Q --+ {O,1} this
property means that A' is still deterministic automaton, not nondeterministic. In
?S6 of one-way automata it is easy to check that this definition is equivalent to
the one In Section 2. We give an example that illustrates that in case of 1.S-way
futomata these definitions are different.
~efinition 4.2. 1.5-way probabilistic weakly reversible C-automaton
!:4 = (Q,I:,qO,QF,O) is specified by Q, E, qo, QF defined cs in 1-way PRA-
~ Definition 2.1, and a transition function 0 : Q x r x Q x D --+ ffilo.11,
~here r defined as in1-way PRA-C definition and D = {O,l} denotes whether
futomaton stays on the same position or moves one letter ahead on the input
l/lpe. Furthermore, transition function satisfies the following requirements:
V(ql,C11) E Q x r L O(Ql,C11,Q,d) = 1;
qEQ.dED
V(ql,C1tl E Q x r L 6(Q,C11,Ql,d) = 1
qEQ.deD
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Definition 4,3. I,S.way probabilistic reversible C·automaton
A "'" (Q, E, qo, QF, 8) is specified by Q, E, qo. QF aefined us in I-way PRA·
C Definition 2.1, and a tran$ition function c ; Q x r x Q x D --t ]RIo,I);
where r defined. asi1'l I-way PRA-C definition and D:= {O, I} denote" whldher
automaton stays on the "arne position or moves one letter ahead on the input'
tape, FUrthermore, trnnsition function satisfies the following requirements: ~f!
.."
i
.t
Proof. The Q = {qO,ql}, QF = {qd, .5 is defined lIS follows; 0(Qo,0.,90,0) =;7' o(QO,a,Ql,1) = !,o(qj,a,qo,O) "",~, 0(9),0.,'::11,1) = 1, 6(qo,O,90,l) ;,.
2' 0(90,b,91'O) ",~, 0(QI,0,90,1) = 4, 6(Ql,b,ql,0) ::: ~, 6(90,$,90,1) ::;; 1,
6(91, $, q), 1) == 1. It easy to check that such automaton moves ahead accord-
ing to the transition of the following deterministic automaton; 6(qo, c, ql, 1) ""
1, 6(qltel,QI,I) == I, 6(qo,o,qo,1) = 1, 6(q\,b,qo,1) '"" 1, O'(qo,$,90,l) '"" l;i
J. (91) s, qJ, 1).= 1. So the probe..bility of wro.ng answer is 0.. The pro..bab. ility to '1
at the m-th position of the input tape after n steps of calculation for m :s n'~
C;:'. Therefore it is necessary no more then O(n *' log(p)) steps to reach the e~'~
of the word of length n (and so obtain correct answer) with pro bability 1- ~, LO.
5 A Classification of Reversible Automata
We propose the following classification for finite l-way reversible autcmate:
C-Automata DB-Automata
Determin..istic Permutation Automata. Reversible Finite Automata
Automata IHS 66,T 68J (DR.A..-C) AF 98] (DRA-DH)
IQuantum Measure-Once Quantum Measure-Many Quantum ,
:Automata with Finite Automata [MC 97J Finite Automate IKW 971
Pure States (QRA-P-C) (QRA-P-DH)
Probabilistic Probabilistic Reversible Probabilistic Reversible ,
Automata C-Automata (PRA-C) DR-Automata (PRA.DH)
,
Quantum Finite not considered yet Enhanced Quantum
Automata with (QRA-M-C) Finite Automata [N 991
Mixed States (QRA-M-DH)
Language class problems are solved for DRA-C, DRA-DH, QRA·P.C, fq;
the rest types they are still open. Every type of DH-a.u tcrnata may simulate th'il
corresponding type of C-automata.
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In general, language classes recognized by C-automata are closed under boolean
operations (though this Is open for QRA-M-C), while DH-automata are not
(though this is open for QRA-M-DH and possibly for PRA-DH).
I
Definition 5.1. We say that a unitary matrix U is a prototype for a doubly
stochastic matrix 5, ifVi,j IU1,,112 = 5",1'
Not every (d01U!I~S)tOChastiCmatrix has a unitary prototype. Such matrix Is, for
example, i? i .In Introduction, we demonstrated some relation between
o ~ 2
PRA-C and QRA-M-DH (and hence, QRA-M-C). However, due to the example
above, we do not know exactly, whether every PRA-C can be simulated by
QRA-M-C, or whether every PRA-DH can be simulated by QRA-M-DH.
Theorem 5.2. If all matrices of a PRA·C have unitary prototypes, then the
PRA-C may be simulated by a QRA-M-C and by a QRA.M-DH.
If all matrices of a PRA-DH have unitary prototypes, then the PRA-DH may be
.rimula ted by a QRA-M-DH.
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Quantum Pushdown Automata*
Marats Golovkins
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science
University of Latvia, Raina bulv. 29, Riga, Latvia
maratsillcclu.lv
Abstract. Quantum finite automata, as well as quantum pushdown
automata were first introduced by C. Moore, J. P. Crutchfield [13J. In this
paper we introduce the notion of quantum pushdown automata (QPA) in
a non-equivalent way, including unitarity criteria, by using the definition
of quantum finite automata of [111. It is established that the unitarity
criteria of QPA are not equivalent to the corresponding unitarity criteria
of quantum Turing machines 14].We show that QPA can recognize every
regular language. Finally we present some simple languages recognized
by QPA, two of them are not recognizable by deterministic pushdown
automata and one seems to be not recognizable by probabilJstlc push-
down automata as well.
1 Introduction
Nobel prize winner physicist R. Feynman asked in 1982, what effects may have
the principles of quantum mechanics on computation [8]. He gave arguments that
it may require exponential time to simulate quantum mechanical processes on
classical computers. This served as a basis to the opinion that quantum comput-
ers may have advantages versus classical ones. It was in 1985, when D. Deutsch
introduced the notion of quantum Turing machine [6] and proved that quantum
Turing machines compute the same recursive functions as classical deterministic
Turing machines do. P. Shor discovered that by use of quantum algorithms it is
possible to factorize large integers and compute discrete logarithms in a polyno-
mial time [14]' what resulted into additional interest in quantum computing and
attempts to create quantum computers. First steps have been made to this direc-
tion, and first quantum computers which memory is limited by a few quantum
bits have been constructed.
For the analysis of the current situation in quantum computation and infor-
mation processing and main open issues one could see [9].
Opposite to quantum Turing machines, quantum finite automata (QFA) rep-
resent the finite model of quantum computation. QFA were first introduced
by [13] (measure-once QFA), which were followed by a more elaborated model
Research partially supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant 96-0282 and
grant for Ph.D. students; European Commission, contract IST-l!199-1l234; Swedish
institute, project ML2000.
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of [11] (measure-many quantum finite automata). Since then QFA have been
studied a lot, various properties of these automata are considered in [2.3,5.15].
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a quantum counterpart of push-
downautomata, the next most important model after finite automata and Tur-
lngmachines. The first definition of quantum pushdown automata was suggested
by [13], but here the authors actually deal with th~ so-called generalized quan-
tum pushdown automata, which evolution does not have to be unitary. How-
ever a basic postulate of quantum mechanics imposes a strong constralnt on
any quantum machine model: it has to be unitary, otherwise it is questionable
whether we can speak about quantum machine. That's why it was considered
necessary to re-introduce quantum pushdown automata by giving a definition
whichwould conform unitarity requirement. Such definition would enable us to
study the properties of quantum pushdown automata.
The following notations will be used further in the paper: z" Is the complex
conjugate of a complex number z; U· is the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix U;
[ is the identity matrix; e is einpty word.
Definition 1. Matrix U is called unitary, if UU· = U·U = I.
If U is a finite matrix, then UU· = I iff U·U = I. However this is not true
for infinite matrices:
Example 1.
[
~OOO"'J~OOO .
U= 0 100 .
o 010 .
. ., .. .
Here U·U = I but UU· =j:. I.
Lemma 1. The matrix U is unitary iff U·U = I and its rows are normalized.
This result is very similar to Lemma 1 of [7].
2 Quantum Pushdown Automata
Deflnltlon 2. A quantum pushdoum automaton (QPA)
A = (Q, E, T, qo,Qn, Qr, 6) is specified by a finite set of states Q. a finite input
alphabet E and a stack alphabet T, an initial state qo E Q, sets Qn C Q, Qr C Q
of accepting and rejecting states, respectively. with QnnQr = 0, and a transition
function
0: Q x r x Ll x Q x {l, ->} x ..1. --+ CIO,I] ,
where r = E u{#, $} is the input tape alphabet of A and #, $ are end-markers
not in E, Ll = TU{Zo} is the working stack alphabet of A and Zo ¢ T is the stack
base symbol; {L .....•} is the set of directions of input tape head. The automaton
must satisfy conditions of well-f017Tledness, which will be expressed below. FUr-
thermore, the transition function is restricted to a following requirement:
If o(q,o,{3,q',d,w):f. 0, then
1. Iwl ~ 2,
2. if [wi = 2, then WI = {3,
3. if {3= Zo, then w E ZoT",
4. if {3:f. z-; then wET".
Here WI is the first symbol of a word w. Definition 2 utilizes that of classical
pushdown automata from [10].
Let us assume that an automaton is in a state q, its input tape head is
above a symbol 0 and the stack head is above a symbol {3. Then the automaton
undertakes the following actions with an amplitude o(q,o,{3,q',d,w):
1. goes into the state q',
2. if d = ' -+ " moves the input tape head one cell forward,
3. takes out of the stack the symbol {3 (deletes it and moves the stack head one
cell backwards),
4. starting with the first empty cell, puts into the stack the string w, moving
the stack head Iwl cells forward.
Definition 3. The configuration of a pushdown automaton is a pair [c) =
II/iqj I/k , WI), where the automaton is in a state qj E Q, I/jl/k E #EO$ is a finite
word on the input tape, WI E ZoT" is a finite word on the stack tape, the input
tape head is above the first symbol of the word I/k and the stack head is above
the last symbol of the word WI.
We shall denote by C the set of all configurations of a pushdown automaton.
The set C is countably infinite. Every configuration [c) denotes a basis vector in
the Hilbert space HA = 12(C). Therefore a global state of A in the space HA has
a form IVi) = L oele), where L IOel2 = 1 and Oc E C denotes the amplitude of
eEC cEC
a configuration [c). If an automaton is in its global state (superposition) I'l/J), then
its further step is equivalent to the application of a linear operator (evolution) UA
over the space H A.
Definition 4. A linear operator UA is defined as follows:
UAI'lji) =L OeUAlc).
cEC
If a configuration e = 1 1/,qj al/k , WIT), then
UAlc) = L o(qj,a,T,q,d,w)lf(le),d,q),wIW)
(q,d,"')EQx (1.-) x.c."
where
Remark 1. Although a QPA evolution operator matrix is infinite, it has a finite
number of nonzero elements in each row and column, as it is possible to reach
only a finite number of other configurations from a given configuration within
one step, all the same, within one step the given configuration is reachable only
from a finite number of different configurations.
We can speak about a quantum pushdown automaton only if its evolution
operator is unitary. However, evolution operator matrix is infinite, so we need
some criteria (well-formedness conditions); to verify its unitarity.
Well-forrnedness conditions 1.
1. Local probability condition. 'v'(ql' (71,7"t) E Q x r x Ll
L IO(ql,(7117"l,q,d,w)12 = 1. (1)
(q,d,w)eQ x {1.•..•}x zi-
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition. For all triples (ql' (71, 7"1) '"
(q2' 0'1,7"2) in Q X r X Ll
L O"(Q1,0'1, 7"lIq,d,W)O(Q2'O'lI 7"2, q,d,w) = O. (2)
(q,d,w)eQx {l,...•}x a-
3. Row vectors norm condition. 'v'(q1' 0'1,0'2,7"1,7"2) E Q X r2 x Ll2
L lo(q,O'l,7",ql,-+,w)12+lo(q,0'2,7",Q1,1,w)12=1. (3)
(q,'7",w)eQx.:1x {e,:r."'7",,,,,,}
4. Separability condition 1. 'v'(ql'O'l,7"1),(q2,O'l,7"2) E Q x r x Ll,'v'7"3 E Ll
L O·(q1,O'l,7"1,q,d,7")O(q2,O'l,7"2,Q,d,7"37") +
(q,d.'7")eQ x {1.•..•}x.:1
+ L O"(Ql,(71,7"l,q,d,f')O(q2,O'l,7"2,q,d,7"3) = 0, (4)
(q,d)eQx (1.-}
L O·(ql, 0'1, 7"1,q,d,E:)O(q2'O'l,7"2, q,d,7"27"3) = O. (5)
(q,d)EQX 0,-)
5. Separability condition II. 'v'(ql' 0'1,7"1), (q2' 0'2, 7"2) E Q x r x Ll
L O'(ql,(71,7"l,q,l,w)O(q2,0'2,7"2,q,---+,W) = O. (6)
(q,w)eQx.:1"
6. Separability condition III. 'v'(ql' 0'1, 7"1), (q2' (72,7"2) E Q x r x Ll, 'v'7"3 E
Ll, Ifdl,d2 E {l,-+}, dl f. d2
L O'(ql, (71, 7"1,q,dl, 7")O(q2' 0'2, 7"2,q,d2,7"37") +
(q,'7")eQx.:1
+ LO'(Ql,(7I,7"l,Q,d1,E:)O(Q2,(72,T2,q,d:z,7"3) = 0, (7)
«eo
2: <5°(ql'O"l,Tl,q,d!,c)<5(q2,0"2,T2,q,d2,T2T3) =0. (8)
qeQ
Lemma 2. 1. The columns system of a QPA evolution matrix is normalized
iff the condition (1), i. e., local probability condition, is satisfied.
2. The columns system of a QPA evolution matrix is orthogonal iff the con-
ditions (2,4,5,6,7,8), i. e., orthogonality of column vectors and separability
conditions, are satisfied.
3. The rows system of a QPA evolution matrix is normalized iff the condi-
tion (3), i. e., row vectors norm condition, is satisfied.
Theorem 1. Well-formedness conditions 1 are satisfied iff the evolution opera-
tor UA is unitary.
Proof. Lemma 2 implies that WelJ-formedness conditions 1 are satisfied iff
the columns of the evolution matrix are orthonormal and rows are normalized.
In compliance with Lemma I, columns are orthonormal and rows are normalized
iff the matrix is unitary. 0
Remark 2. Well-formed ness conditions 1 contain the requirement that rows sys-
tem has to be normalized, which is not necessary in the case of quantum Turing
machine [41. Here is taken into account the fact that the evolution of QPA can
violate the unitarity requirement if the row vectors norm condition is omitted.
Example 2. A QPA, whose evolution matrix columns are orthonormal, however
the evolution is not unitary.
Q = {q}, E = {I}, T = {I}.
<5(q, #, Zo, q,-o, Zol) = I, <5(q, #, 1, q, -0, 11) = 1,
<5(q, I, Zo, q, -0, Zol) = 1, <5(q, 1, 1, q, -+, 11) = 1,
<5(q, $, Zo, q, .....•, ZoI) = I, <5(q, $,1, q, -0, 11) = I,
other values of arguments yield <5= O.
By Well-formedness conditions I, the columns of the evolution matrix are
orthonormal, but the matrix is not unitary, because the norm of the rows spec-
ified by the configurations Iw, Zo) is o.
Even in a case of trivial QPA, it is a cumbersome task to check all the con-
ditions of well-formed ness 1. It is possible to relax the conditions slightly by
introducing a notion of simplified QPA.
Definition 5. We shall say that a QPA is simplified, if there exists a function D :
Q - {L>-}, and <5(ql,O",T,q,d,w) = 0, if D(q) 'f d. Therefore the transition
function of a simplified QPA is CP(ql' 0", T, q, w) = <5(ql' 0", T, q, D(q), w).
Taking into account Definition 5, following well-formedness conditions corre-
spond to simplified QPA:
Well-formedness conditions 2.
1. Local probability condition. 'v'(ql' 0"1,7"1) E Q x r x .1
L Ic,o(ql,0"1,,7"I,q,w)!2 = 1.
(q.w)EQXLI·
(9)
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition. For ali triples (ql' 0"1, 7"1) i-
(q2, 0"1, 7"2) in Q x r x .1
L c,o·(ql, 0"l,7"1, q,W)c,o(q2, 0"1,7"2, q,w) == O. (10)
(q,w)EQxLI'
3, Row vectors norm condition. 'v'(ql' 0"1, 7"1,7"2) E Q x r x .12
L Ic,o(q'O"1,7",ql,W)12 == 1.
(q,'T,w)EQ x Ax { ••.•.•,'T, .•.•}
(11)
L c,o·(ql, 0"1,7"1, q,7")c,o(Q2,O"l, 7"2,q, 7"37")+
(q,'T)EQxA
+L c,o.(q1, O"ll 7"l, q, f:)c,o(q2, 0"1, 7"2,q, 7"3) == 0,
qEQ
(12)
L c,o·(ql,O"I,7"1, q,f:)c,o(q2, 0"1, 7"2,q, 7"27"3)== O.
qEQ
(13)
Theorem 2. The evolution of a simplified QPA is unitary iff Well-formedness
conditions 2 are satisfied.
Proof. By Theorem 1 and Definition 5. o
3 Language Recognition
Language recognition for QPA is defined as follows. For a QPA
A = (Q,E,T,qO,Qa,Qrt6) we define Ca = {III,qllk, WI) E C I q E Qa},
c. = {llIiqllk,WI) E C I q E Qr}, c; = C \ (Ca U Cr). Ea,Er,En are sub-
spaces of HA spanned by Ca, C«, Cn respectively. We use the observable" that
corresponds to the orthogonal decomposition HA = Ea ffJ E; ffJ En. The outcome,
of each observation is either "accept" or "reject" or "non-halting". The language
recognition is now defined as follows: For an x E E· we consider as an input
#x$, and assume that the computation starts with A being in the configuration
Iqo#x$, Zo). Each computation step consists of two parts. At first the linear oper-
ator UA is applied to the current global state and then the resulting superposition
is observed using the observable 0 as defined above. If the global state before
the observation is 2: Qclc), then the probability that the resulting superposition
cEC
is projected into the subspace E;, i E {a,r,n}, is 2: IQcI2. The computation
cEC,
continues until the result of an observation is "accept" or "reject".
Definition 6. We shall say that an automaton is a deterministic reversible push-
down automaton (RPA) , if it is a simplified QPA with <P(ql,O',T,q,W) E {D,l}
and there exists a function f : Q x F»: Ll - Q x Ll·, such that f(ql' 0', T) = (q, w)
if and only if <p(q) , 0', T, q, w) = 1.
We can regard f as a transition function of a RPA. Note that the local
probability condition (9) is satisfied automatically for RPA.
Theorem 3. Every regular language is recognizable by some QPA.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that any deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
can be simulated by RPA. Let us consider a DFA with n states ADFA =
(QDFA, E, qo, QF, 0), where 0 : QDFAX E --< QDFA. To simulate ADFA we shall
construct a RPA ARPA = (Q, E, T, qo, Qa, Qr, <p) with the number of states 2n.
The set of states is Q = Q DFA U Q'oFA' where Q DFA n Q'oFA = 0 and Q'oFA are
the newly introduced states, which are linked to Q DFA by a one-to-one relation
{( qi, qi) E Q DFAX QOFA}' Thus Q F has one-to-one relation to QF C QOFA'
The stack alphabet is T = Ind(QDFA), where '7i Ind(q;) = i; the set of accept-
ing states is Qa = QF and the set of rejecting states is Qr = Q'oFA \ QF' As for
the function D, D(QDFA) = {....•} and D(QOFA) = {l}. We shall define sets R
and R as follows:
R = {(qj,O',i) E QOFAX ExT I O(qi,0') = qj},
R = {(qj,O',i) E Q'oFAX ExT I O(qi,O') f: qj}.
The construction of the transition function f is performed by the following rules:
1. If(q;,CT,T) E QDFAX Ex Ll f(q"CT, r ) = (O(q;,CT),Ti),
2. V(qj,O',i) E R f(qj,CT,i) = (qi,c),
3. V(qj,CT,i)ER f(qj,a,i)=(qj,i),
4. 'i(qj,CT) E Q'DFAX E f(qj,a,Z) = (qj,Z),
5. 'irq, T) E Q x Ll f(q, #, T) = (q, r) ,
6. 'i(qi,r) E QDFAX Ll f(q;,$,r) = (q;,r),
7. V(q;,r) E Q'oFAx Ll f(q;,$,r) = (q;,r)".
Thus we have defined f for all the possible arguments. Our automaton simulates
the DFA. Note that the automaton may reach a state in QOFA only by reading
the end-marking symbol $ on the input tape. As soon as ARPA reaches the end-
marking symbol $, it goes to an accepting state, if its current state is in Q F, and
goes to a rejecting state otherwise. The construction is performed in a way so
that Well-Iorrnedness conditions 2 are satisfied. As we know, RPA automatically
satisfies the local probability condition (9).
Let us prove, that the automaton satisfies the orthogonality condition (10).
For RPA, the condition (10) is equivalent to the requirement that for all triples
(qI,O'l, 1'1) f:. (q2' 0'1,7"2) f(q1'O'l,T1) f:. f(q2' 0'1,7"2)·
Let us consider the case when (q1,O'l,T1), (q2,O'l,7"2) E R. We shall
denote q1, q2 as q:, qj respectively. Let us assume from the contrary that
f(q;'O'l,Tl) = f(qj,O'l' 72). By rule 2, (q~,E:) = (q~,E:). Hence 1'1 = 7"2. By
the definition of R, O(qTII 0'1) = qi and 0(qT2' 0'1) = qj' Since 1'1 = 1'2, q, = qj'
Therefore q: = qj, i. e., q1 = q2. We have come to a contradiction with the fact
that (q1' 0'1, T1) f:. (q2' 0'1, T2). In other cases, proof is straightforward.
The compliance with row vectors norm condition (11) and separability con-
ditions (12) and (13) is proved in the same way. 0
Example 3. Let us consider a language £1 = (0,1)"1, for which we know that it
is not recognizable by QFA [11]. This language is recognized by a deterministic
finite automaton with two states qo, q1 and the following transitions: 6(qo,0) =
qo, 6(qo,l) = q1, 6(q1,0) =qo, 0(q1,l) = q1. By Theorem 3 it is possible to
transform this automaton to the following RPA: Q = {qO,q1,qo,ql}, QQ = {ql},
o, = {qb}, E = {O,l}, T = {O,l}, D(qo) =-+,D(q1) =-+, D(qb) =1, D(ql) =1·
By the construction rules, '</q E Q '</0' E E, "IT E L\
f(qo, 0, 1') = (qO' TO)
f(q1' 1,1') = (q1' 1'1)
f(qo,O, 1) = (q~,E:)
f(q~,O,O) = (q1,O)
f(qo, 0', Z) = (qo, Z)
f(qo, 1') = (qo, 1')
f(q~, 1') = (q1,T).
j(q1, 0, 1') = (qo, 1'1)
f(qo, 0, 0) = (qo, E:)
f(q~, 1,1) = (q~,E:)
f(qo, I, 1) = (qo,l)
f(q~,O',Z) = (q1,Z)
/(q1, 1') = (q~,1')
/(qo, 1,1') = (q1l TO)
f(q~ ,1, 0) = (qo, E:)
f(qo, 1,0) = (qo, 0)
f(q~,O,l) = (q1' 1)
/(q, #, 1') = (q,T)
f(qo, T) = (qo,T)
Let us consider a language which is not regular, namely,
where Iwli denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol i in the word w.
Lemma 3. Language L2 is recognizable by a RPA.
Proof. Our RPA has four states qO,q1,q2,q3, where q2 is an accepting state,
whereas q3 - rejecting one. Stack alphabet T consists of two symbols 1,2. Stack
filled with l 's means that the processed part of the word w has more occurrences
of a's than b's, whereas 2's means that there are more b's than a's. FUrthermore,
length of the stack word is equal to the difference of number of a's and b's. Empty
stack denotes that the number of a's and b's is equal. Values of the transition
function follow: 'iq E Q 'iT E .<1
f(q, #, T) = (q, T)
f(qQ, b, Z) = (qQ, Z2)
f(qQ, a, 1) = (qQ, 11)
f(qQ, $,1) = (q3,1)
f(qQ, b, 2) = (qQ, 22)
f(qj, b, Z) = (qQ, Z)
f(ql, b, 1) = (qQ, 1)
f(q2' a, Z) = (Q3, Z2)
f(q2, a, 1) = (q2' E:)
f(q2, a, 2) = (qQ, 21)
f(q3,a,Z) = (q3,Z)
f(q3,a, 1) = (q3' 1)
f(q3,a,2) = (q3,22)
f(qQ, a, Z) = (qQ, Zl)
f(qQ, s, Z) = (q2, ZI)
f(qQ,b, 1) = (qj,c)
f(qQ, a, 2) = (ql' £)
f(qQ, s, 2) = (q3, 2)
f(ql,$,T) = (qjIT)
f(ql,a,2) = (qQ,2)
f(q2, b, Z) = (q3' ZI)
f(q2, b, 1) = (qQ, 12)
f(q2,b,2) = (q2'c)
f(q3, b, Z) = (q3' Z)
f(q3,b, 1) = (q3' 11)
f(q3,b,2) = (q3,2)
D(qQ) = -+
D(ql) = I
D(q2) = I
D(q3) =!
f(ql, a, Z) = (qQ, Z)
f(qj,a, 1) = (q3' 12)
f(ql,b,2) = (q3,21)
f(q2, $, Z) = (qQ, Z)
f(q2,$, 1) = (qQ, 1)
f(q2' s, 2) = (qQ, 2)
f(q3, $, Z) = (q3' Z)
f(q3,$, 1) = (q2' 1)
f(q3,$,2) = (q2,2).
o
It is doubtful whether the language L2 can be recognized with probability 1 by
QPA with stack alphabet T containing only one symbol, i.e, by quantum finite
one counter automata [12].
Lemma 4. Pumping lemma for context-free languages. Every context free lan-
guage L has a positive integer constant m with the following property. If w is
in Land Iwl ~ m, then w can be written as tLvxyz, where tLVkxykz is in L for
each k ;::O. Moreover, Ivxyl $ m and Ivyl > O.
The pumping lemma is from [10], p. 123. Let us consider a language L3 which
is not recognizable by any deterministic pushdown automaton:
Theorem 4. Language L3 = {w E (a, b, c)OI Iwl" = Iwlb = Iwlc} is recognizable
by a QPA with probability ~.
Proof (Sketch). The automaton takes three equiprobable actions, during the first
action it compares Iwla to Iwlb, whereas during the second action jwlb to Iwlc
is compared. Input word is rejected if the third action is chosen. Acceptance
probability totals ~. By Lemma 4, the language L3 is not a context-free language
(take w = amhmcm). Hence it is not recognizable by deterministic pushdown
automata. 0
Theorem 5. Language L4 = {w E (a, b, c)" : Iwla = Iwlb xor Iwl" = Iwlc} is
recognizable by a QPA with probability ~.
Proof (sketch). The automaton starts the following actions with the following
amplitudes:
a) with an amplitude ft compares Iwl" to Iwlb,
b) with an amplitude -If compares Iwl,,·to Iwlc,
c) with an amplitude ft accepts the input.
If exactly one comparison gives positive answer, input is accepted with probabil-
ity ~. If both comparisons gives positive answer, amplitudes, which are chosen
to be opposite, annihilate and the input is accepted with probability ~. 0
Language L4 cannot be recognized by deterministic pushdown automata.
(By Lemma 4, take w = am+mlbmcm+ml) It even seems that this language is not
recognizable by probabilistic pushdown automata either. In this case this result
would be similar to that of [1], where the properties of quantum finite multitape
automata are considered.
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Use of Dependency Microcontexts in
Information Retrieval*
Martin Holub
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Charles University, Prague, Czech republic
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Abstract. This paper focuses especially on two problema that are cru-
cial for retrieval performance in information retrieval (IR) systems:
the lack of information caused by document pre-processing and the dif-
ficulty caused by homonymous and synonymous words In natural lan-
guage. Author argues that traditional IR methods, l. e. methods based
on dealing with individual terms without considering their relations,
can be overcome using natural language processing (NLP). In order to
detect the relations among terms in sentences and make use of lemms-
tisation and morphological and syntactic tagging of Czech texts, author
proposes a method for construction of dependency word rnicrocontexts
fully automatically extracted from texts, and several ways how to exploit
the microcontexts for the sake of increasing retrieval performance.
1 Introduction
Empirical methods in natural language processing (NLP) employ learning tech-
niques to automatically extract linguistic knowledge from natural language cor-
pora; for an overview of this field see (Brill and Mooney 1997). This paper
wants to show their usefulness in the field of information retrieval (IR). A tex-
tual IR system stores a collection of documents and special data structures for
effective searching. A textual document is a sequence of terms. When analysing
the content of a document, terms are the basic processed units - usually they
are words of natural language. When retrieving, the rn. system returns docu-
ments presumed to be of interest to the user in response to a query. The user's
query is a formal statement of user's information need. The documents that are
interesting for the user (relative to the put query) are relevant; the others are
non-relevant. The effectiveness of IR systems is usually measured in terms of
precision, the percentage of retrieved documents that are relevant, and recall,
the percentage of relevant documents that are retrieved.
The starting point of our consideration on IR was a critique of word-based
retrieval techniques. Traditional IR systems treat the query as a pattern of words
to be matched by documents. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of these word-
matching systems is mostly poor because the system retrieves only the docu-
ments which contain words that occur also in the query. However, in fact, the user
• This study has been supported by MSMT(the FRVS grant no 1909).
v. HlavA~. K. C. Jeffery, and J. Wiedermann (Ed •. ): SOFSEM 2000, LNCS 1963, pp. 347-355, 2000.
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Abstract. Quantum finite automata were introduced by C. Moore,
J. P. Crutchfield [4), and by A. Kondacs and J. Watrous (31. This notion
is not a generalization of the deterministic finite automata. Moreover,
in (3) it was proved that not all regular languages can be recognized
by quantum finite automata. A. Arnbainis and R. Freivelds [IJ proved
that for some languages quantum finite automata may be exponen-
tially more concise rather than both deterministic and probabilistic finite
automata. In this paper we introduce the notion of quantum finite multi-
tape automata and prove that there is a language recognized by a quan-
tum finite automaton but not by deterministic or probabilistic finite
automata. This is the first result on a problem which can be solved by
a quantum computer but not by a deterministic or probabilistic com-
puter. Additionally we discover unexpected probabilistic automata rec-
ognizing complicated languages.
1 Introduction
The basic model, i.e., quantum finite automata (QFA), were introduced twice.
First this was done by C. Moore and J. P. Crutchfield [4]. Later in a different
and non-equivalent way these automata were introduced by A. Kondacs and
J. Watrous [3).
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Quantum Finite Multltape Automata --:r.rr
The first definition just mimics the definition of i-way finite probabilistic
only substituting stochastic matrices by unitary ones. To define quantum finite
tnultitape automata we generalize A more elaborated definition [3J.
We are using these notations in the following definition:
z· is the complex conjugate of e. complex number ~.
M=doJ {1,2"",m}.
The k-th component of an arbitrary vector ~ will be defined as .Ir.
We shall understand by 1 an arbitrary element from the set P(M) \ {0}.
R A A A h A . {{l.-t} 1 if i ~ [~t =d_, - 1 X ~ 2 X • .. X m, were i "" {" th' " } .f' [no 109 ,l l E .
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The function 14 x T, ..!!.. {1. ->}m is defined as follows:
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Definition 1. A quantum finite multitape automaton (QFMA)
A = (Qj E; 0; qoi Q~i Qr) is specified by the finite input alphabet z, the finite !et
of states Q, the initial state qo E Q, the sets Qn C Q, o, C Q of accepting and
rejecting states, respectively, with Q~ nQr = 0, and the tmn.!ition function
0: Q x F'" x Q x {i......•}m - a:;IO,l!,
where m is the ntlmber of input tape.!, r = E u {#, S} i~ th~ tape alphabet of A
and #,$ are end-markers not in E, which satisfies the following conditioTl$ (oj
well-formed-ness) :
1. Local probability condition.
V(qj,Q)EQxrm: L: 10(ql,O',Q,d)!2""1.
(q,d.)~QxU,-}'"
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
VQI1 q2 E Q, ql '" 1{2, Vcr E r"': I:: O·(qll CT,q, d}O(q2' 0", q, d) == O.
(Q,d)EQxO,-}'"
3. Separobility condition.
'VI E P(M) \ {0} 'Vqb q2 E Q
'tOl, 0"2 E I"" I where Vi f. I O"t = 0";
\it 1,til E Tr, where Vj E [ t{ # t{
L s: (q1> 0"1, q, dI(r, tl »0'(q2' 0"2, q, dr{r, t2)) = O.
(q,r)EQxR,
States from QaUQr are called halting states and states from Qnen = Q\(Q~UQr)
are called non-halting states.
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To process an input word vector x E (L'0)m by A it is assumed that the
input is written on every tape k with the end-markers in the form w~ = #xk$
and that every such a tape, of length Ixkl + 2, is circular, i. e., the symbol to the
right of $ is #.
For the fixed input word vector x we can define n E INm to be an integer
vector which determines the length of input word on every tape. So for every n
we can define Cn to be the set of all possible configurations of A where lx' I = n'.
m
ICnl = IQI n (ni + 2). Every such a configuration is uniquely determined by
i=l
a pair Iq, s), where q E Q and 0 ~ Si ~ Ixil + 1 specifies the position of head on
the i-th tape.
Every computation of A on an input x, Ixil = ni, is specified by a unitary
evolution in the Hilbert space HA,n = 12(Cn). Each configuration c E Cn corre-
sponds to the basis vector in H A.n' Therefore a global state of A in the space
HA.n has a form L: oelc), where L: IOel2 = 1. If the input word vector is
cECn cEe",
X and the automaton A is in its global state ,"") = L: Dele), then its further
cEC",
step is equivalent to the application of a linear operator U~ over Hilbert space
12(Cn)·
Definition 2. The linear operator U: is defined as follows:
U:I1/J) = L DcU!lc).
cEC",
If a configuration c = Iq', s), then
U:lc) = L c5(q',O'(s),q,d) I q,r(s,d)),
(q,d)EQx{I.-}m
where a(s) == (a1(s), ,am(s)), airs) specifies the si-th symbol on the i-ti: tape,
and r(s,d) == (rl(s,d), ,rm(s,d)),
i( d) = {(Si + 1) mod (ni + 2), ifdi = ,_'
r 5, 5', if d' = I l' .
Lemma 1. The well-formedness conditions are satisfied iff for any input x the
mapping U: is unitary.
Language recognition for QFMA is defined as follows. For each input x with the
corresponding vector n, ni = [z '], and a QFMA A = (Q;E;o;qO;Qa;Qr) we
define C~ = {(q,s) I (q,s) E Cn,q E Qn}, C~ = {(q,s) I (q,s) E Cn,q E Qr},
c~on = C; \ (C~ u C~). Ea, Er, Enon are the subs paces of 12(Cn) spanned by
C~,C~,c~on respectively. We use the observable 0 that corresponds to the
orthogonal decomposition /2 (Cn) = Ea ffi E; ffi Enen. The outcome of each obser-
vation is either "accept" or "reject" or "non-halting".
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The language recognition is now defined as follows: For an x E (Eo)m we
consider as the input w:c, w~ = #xk$, and assume that the computation starts
with A being in the configuration Iqo, {O}"} Each computation step consists
of two parts. At first the linear operator U..,. is applied to the current global
state and then the resulting superposition, i.e., global state, is observed using
the observable " as defined above. If the global state before the observation
is L: ()clc) , then the probability that the subspace E
"
i E {a,r,non}, will be
cEC••
chosen is L: IQcI2•The computation continues until the result of an observation
CEC~
Is "accept" or "reject".
Definition 3. A QFMA A = (Q; E; 0; qo;Q,,; Qr) is simple if for each (J E rrn
there is a linear unitary operator VI1 over the inner-product space b(Q) and
a function D: Q --+ {!. -> }m, such that
Vq E Q V(J E r: o(q (J q d) = { (qlVl1lql), .if D(q) = d
I I, , , 0, otheruns«.
Lemma 2. If the automaton A is simple, then condition" of well-formedness
are satisfied iff for every (J VI1 is unitary.
We shall deal only with simple multitape automata further in the paper.
2 Quantum vs, Probabilistic Automata
Definition 4. We shall say that an automaton is deterministic reversible finite
multitape automaton (RFMA), if it is a simple QFMA with O(ql' (J, q, d) E {O, I}.
Definition 5. We say that a language L is [m,n]-deterministically recognizable
if there are n deterministic automata AI, A2' An sucb: that:
a) if the input is in the language L, then all n automata AI, ... ,An accept the
input;
b) if the input is not in the language L, then at most m of the automata
AI, ... ,An accept the input.
Definition 6. We say that a language Lis [m,n]-reversibly recognizable if there
are n deterministic reversible automata All A2, An such that:
a) if the input is in the language L, then all n automata AI •... ,An accept the
input;
b) if the input is not in the language L, then at most m of the automata
AI, ... ,An accept the input.
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Lemma 3. If a language L is [1,n] -deterministically recognizable by £-tape finite
automata, then L is recognizable by a probabilistic £-tape finite automaton with
probability n~ 1 .
Proof. The probabilistic automaton starts by choosing a random integer 1 ~
r ~ (n + 1). After that, if r $ n, then the automaton goes on simulating the
deterministic automaton Ar, and, if r = n + 1, then the automaton rejects the
input. The inputs in L are accepted with probability n~l' and the inputs not in
the language are rejected with a probability no less than n:l' 0
Lemma 4. If a language L is [1,n] -reversibly recognizable by £-tape finite
automata, then L is recognizable by a quantum £-tape finite automaton with
probability n:l'
Proof. In essence the algorithm is the same as in Lemma 3. The automaton
starts by taking n + 1 different actions with amplitudes -b. (It is possiblevn+,
to construct a unitary matrix to make such a choice feasible.) After that the
automaton simultaneously goes on simulating all the deterministic reversible
automata A" 1 ~ r ~ (n + I), where the automaton An+1 rejects an input. The
simulation of each deterministic reversible automaton uses its own accepting and
rejecting states. (Hence the probabilities are totaled, not the amplitudes.) 0
First, we discuss the following 2-tape language
where the words Xl, X2, yare unary.
Lemma 5. (Proved by R. fuivalds (2J.) For arbitrary natural n, the language
L1 is [1, n]-deterministically recognizable.
Lemma 6. For arbitrary natural n, the language L) is [1,n]-reversibly recogniz-
able.
Proof. By Lemma 5, the language Ll is [I, n]-deterministically recognizable.
However it is easy enough to make the construction of the automata AI, ... ,An
in the following manner:
a) every automaton is reversible;
b) if a word pair is in the language Ll, then every automaton consumes the
same number of steps to accept the word pair.
The last requirement will be essential further in the paper. If at least the first
requirement is met, then the language is [1, nJ-reversibly recognizable. 0
Theorem 1. The language L1 can be recognized with arbitrary probability 1 - f
by a probabilistic 2· tape finite automaton but this language cannot be recognized
by a deterministic 2-tape finite automaton.
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Theorem 2. The language Ll can be recognized with arbitmry probability 1 - E
by a quantum 2-tape finite automaton.
Proof By Lemmas 4 and 6. o
In an attempt to construct a 2-tape language recognizable by a quantum 2-tape
finite automaton but not by probabilistic 2·tape finite automata we consider
a similar language
L2 = {(XIV'X2V'X3,Y) I there are exactly 2 values of Xl,X2,:l:3
such that they equal y},
where the words Xl,X2,X3,Y are unary.
Theorem 3. A quantum automaton exists which recognises the language L2
with a probability i\ - E for arbitmry positive E.
Proof. This automaton takes the following actions with the following amplitudes:
a) i). . 1 - compares Xl = X2 = y,
b) 11. (cos 23" + i sin ¥-) - compares X2 = X3 = y,
c) -4. (cos ¥ + isin 4;) - compares Xl = X3 = y,
d) 4- - says "accept". '(
By Theorem 2 comparison in actions a), b), c) can be accomplished. By con-
struction in Lemma 4 the comparison in each action a), b), c) is implemented
by starting n + 1 different branches. Therefore in any action i), i E {a,b,c}, if
a comparison is successful, the automaton will come respectively into non-halting
states q",l," .,q".n, qb,l," .,qb,n, qc,l," .,qc,n, reaching the symbol pair ($,$)
on the tapes. The transition ($, $) for every k = 1, ... ,n is as follows:
~k ~k
q"l,k 7:i 7:i 3
qr,k ~ ~(COS4; +isin~) ~(COS2; +isin-¥)
q,,2,k ~ ~(cos 23" +isin2f) ~(cos 43" +isin ";)
Here q"l,k, q,,2,k are accepting states and qr,k are rejecting states. If y equals all
3 words Xl, X2, X3, then it is possible to ensure that it takes the same time to
reach the end-marking symbol pair in every action on every branch. Therefore
the input is accepted with probability te + E (since the amplitudes of the actions
a), b), c) total to 0). If y equals 2 out of 3 words Xl,X2,X3, then the input is
accepted with probability fs - E. If y equals at most one of the words Xl, X2, X3,
then the input is accepted with probability -ft +! (only if the action d) is taken).
o
Unfortunately, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 4. A probabilistic automaton exists which recognizes the language L2
with a probability ~.
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Proof. The probabilistic automaton with probability t takes an action A or B:
A) Choose a random J and compare x) = y. If yes, accept with probability ~.
If no, accept with probability ;ft.
B) Choose a random pair i. k and compare Xj = Xk = y. If yes. reject. If no,
accept with probability ~.
If y equals all 3 words Xl. X2, X3 and the action A is taken, then the input is
accepted with relative probability ~. If v equals all 3 words Xl, X2, X3 and the
action A is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability O. This
gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals all 3 words Xl, X2, X3. to
be "* and the probability of the correct result "no" to be ~.
If y equals 2 words out of Xl, X2, X3 and the action A is taken, then the input
is accepted with relative probability Po. If y equals 2 words out of Xl, X2, X3
and the action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability
!O. This gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals 2 words out of
XI,X2.X3, to be ~.
If y equals only 1 word out of Xl, X2. X3 and the action A is taken, then the
input is accepted with relative probability -lo. If y equals only 1 word out of
Xl, X2, X3 and the action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative
probability ~. This gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals only
1 word out of Xl, X2, X3, to be ~ and the probability of the correct result "no"
to be ~.
If y equals no word of Xl, X2, X3 and the action A is taken, then the input is
accepted with relative probability ;ft. If y equals no word of Xl. X2, X3 and the
action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability ~. This
gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals no word of Xl, X2. X3, to
be ~ and the probability of the correct result "no" to be M. 0
Now we consider a modification of the language L2 which might be more difficult
for a probabilistic recognition:
L3 = {(XI\7'x2\7'x3,Yl\7'Y2) I there is exactly one value k
such that there are exactly two values j such that Xj = Yk}
Theorem 5. A quantum finite 2-tape automaton exists which recognizes the
language L3 with a probability ~ - { for arbitrary positive e.
However this language also can be recognized by a probabilistic 2-tape finite
automaton.
Theorem 6. A probabilistic finite 2-tape automaton exists which recognizes the
language L3 with a probability H - { for arbitrary positive e .
Proof. The probabilistic automaton with probability fg takes action A or B or
C or with probability is takes action D:
A) Choose a random k and two values of j. Then compare Xj = Yk. If yes,
accept. If no, reject.
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B) Chose a random k and compare Xl = X2 = X3 = !lie. If yes, reject. If no,
accept.
C) Choose two values j and m. Then compare xi = Xm = !II = !l2. If yes,
reject. If no, accept.
D) Says "reject".
Notice that the actions A, B, C are probabilistic, and they can be performed
only with probability 1 - f (actions A and B are described in the proof of
Theorem 1 and action C is similar).
The acceptance probabilities equal:
A BC total
no v» equals 2 or 3 xi o 1 1 ~
one !lie equals 2 xi 1* 1 1 ~
one !lie equals 3 xi I! .~ 1 ~
two !lie equal 2 xi 1* 11~ ~
all !lie equal all Xi 1 0 0 E
o
Finally we consider a modification of the languages above which recognition
indeed is impossible by probabilistic automata:
L4 = {(Xl V'X2, !I) I there is exactly one value j such that Xi = v)
where the words XI,X2,Y are binary.
Theorem 7. A quantum finite E·tape automaton exists which recognizes the
language L4 with a probability ~.
Proof. The automaton has two accepting qal, qa2 and three rejecting states
qrl,qr2,qr3 and starts the following actions by reading the pair (#,#) with
the following amplitudes:
a) with an amplitude fi compares Xl to !I,
b) with an amplitude -fi compares X2 to !I.
c) with an amplitude .fi Immediately goes to the state qal.
Actions a) and b) use different non-halting states to proceas the word pair. All
these actions the automaton processes simultaneously. In actions a) and b), if
no (not equal), it goes accordingly to the states qrl or qr2. if yes, then reaches
correspondent non-halting states q" or qlJ, while the symbol pair on the tapes is
($, $). The transition for ($, $) and states q", qa, qa2, qr3 is as follows:
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U all the words are equal, it is possible to ensure that it takes the same time
to reach the end-markers on both tapes, therefore the eutomaton reaches the
superposition j¥lqo, s, t) - ~lqfJ'"" t), where" and t specify the place of $ on
each tape, and the input is accepted with pro bability ~, (Since the amplltirdes
of the actions a) and b) equal to 0.) If one or the words Xi equals y, then the
input is accep tad with probability;. If acne ofthe words :&"i equals 11, then
the input is accepted with probablli ty ,~. 0
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Decomposable Bulk Synchronous
Parallel Computers*
Martin Beran
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Abstract. The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) computer Is a gener-
ally accepted reallstic model of parallel computers Introduced by Vallant
in 1990. We present an extension to the BSP model-a decomposable
BSP (dBSP for short). Performance of several elementary algorithms,
namely broadcasting, prefix computation, and matrix multiplication, is
analyzed on BSP and dBSP models. For a suitable setting of parameters,
these algorithms run asymptotically faster on dBSP than on BSP. We
also show how space-bounded sequential algorithms can be transformed
into pipelined ones with bounded period on dBSP. Such a transformation
is proved impossible for the BSP model. Finally, we present an algorithm
for the simulation of dBSP on BSP.
1 Introduction
The bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) model of parallel computation was defined
by Valiant in 1990 in [14]. A BSP computer consists of p processors with local
memories, which can communicate by sending messages via a router. A com-
putation consists of S supersteps and is periodically synchronized after each
superstep. During the i-th superstep, each processor makes WI local operations
and sends or receives hi messages! (such a communication request is called the
h-relation). The sent messages are available at the destination processors in the
beginning of the next superstep. The superstep is finished by a barrier synchro-
nization. The computation takes time TBSP =: L:f.l (Wi + hig(p) + l(p)). The
nondecreasing functions g(p) (network bandwidth per processor) and l(p) (com-
munication latency and barrier synchronization time) are machine dependent
parameters defining performance of the router. An extensive research on BSP
algorithms and implementation of the model on real computers has been done
in recent years [2,3,4,6,9,10,12].
The standard BSP charges communication between any pall' of processors
equally. Thus, it cannot exploit communication locality present in many algo-
rithms. By communication locality we mean that a processor communicates not
• This research was supported by the GA OR grant No. 201/98/0717.
1 w, and h, are both maximum over all the processors.
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Probabilistic Reversibility and Its Relation to
Quantum Automata
Marats Golovkins * and Maksim Kravtsev **
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Latvia
Raiqa bulv. 29, Riga, Latvia
maratsGIatnet.Iv, maksimsCbatsoft.lv
Abstract. To study relationship between quantum finite a.utomata and
probabilistic finite automata, we introduce a notion of probabilistic re-
versible automata (PRA, or doubly stochastic automata). We find that
there is a strong relationship between different possible models of PRA
and corresponding models of quantum finite automata. We also propose
a classificationof reversible finite I-way automata.
1 Introduction
Here we introduce common notions used throughout the paper as well as sum-
marize its contents.
We analyze two models of probabilistic reversible automata in this paper,
namely, I-way PRA and 1.5-way PRA.
In this section, we define notions applicable to both models in a quasi-formal
way, including a general definition for probabilistic reversibility. These notions
are defined formally in further sections.
If not specified otherwise, wedenote by E an input alphabet of an automaton.
Every input word is enclosed into end-marker symbols # and $. Therefore
we introduce a working alphabet as r = E u {#, $}.
By Q we normally understand the set of states of an automaton.
By L we understand complement of a language L.
Given an input word W, by Iwl we understand the number of symbols in w and
with [WJi we denote i-th symbol of w, counting from the beginning (excluding
end-markers).
Definition 1.1. A configuration of a finite automaton is c = (lIiqjlll;), where
the automaton is in a state qj E Q, VillI; E #E·$ is a finite word on the input
tape and input tape head is above the first symbol of the word 111; •
• Research partially supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant No. 01.0354
and grant for Ph.D. students; University of Latvia, K. Morbergs grant; European
Commission, contract IST-1999-1l234
•• Research partially supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant No. 01.0354
and European Commission, contract IST-1999-11234
By C we denote the set of all configurations of an automaton. This set is
countably infinite.
After its every step, a probabilistic automaton is in some probability distri-
bution PoCo + PI CI + ... +PnCn, where Po +PI + ... + Pn = 1. Such probability
distribution is called a superposition of configurations. Given an input word W,
the number of configurations in every accessible superposition does not exceed
IQI in case of I-way automata, and IwllQI in case of l.5-way automata.
A linear closure of C forms a linear space, where every configuration can be
viewed as a basis vector. This basis is called a canonical basis, Every probabilistic
automaton defines a linear operator over this linear space.
Let us consider A. Nayak's model of quantum automata with mixed states.
(Evolution is characterized by a unitary matrix and subsequent measurements
are performed after each step, POVM measurements not being allowed, [N 99].)
If a result of every measurement is a single configuration, not a superposition,
and measurements are performed after each step, we actually get a probabilistic
automaton. However, the following property applies to such probabilistic au-
tomata - their evolution matrices are doubly stochastic. This encourages us to
give the following definition for probabilistic reversible automata:
Definition 1.2. A probabilistic automaton is called reversible if its linear oper-
ator can be described by a doubly stochastic matrix, using canonical basis.
To make accessible configurations of type (q;#w$), we assume that every word
is written on a circular tape, and after the right end-marker $ the next symbol is
the left end-marker #. Such precondition is the same as used for quantum finite
automata. (See, for example, [KW 97].)
At least two definitions exist, how to interpret word acceptance, and hence,
language recognition, for reversible automata.
Definition 1.3. Classical acceptance. We say that an automaton accepts (re-
jects) a word classically, if its set of states consists of two di3joint subsets: ac-
cepting states and rejecting states, and the following conditions hold:
the automaton accepts the word, if it is in accepting state after having read
the last symbol of the word;
the automaton rejects the word, if it is in rejecting state after having read
the last symbol of the word.
We refer to the classical acceptance automata as C-automata further in the
paper.
Definition 1.4. "Decide and halt" acceptance. We say that an automaton ac-
cepts (rejects) a word in a decide-and-halt manner, if its set of states consists
of three disjoint subsets: accepting states, rejecting states and non-halting states,
and the following conditions hold:
- the computation is continued only if the automaton enters a non-halting
state.
- if the automaton enters an accepting state, the word is accepted;
- if the automaton enters a rejecting state, the word is rejected.
We refer to the decide-and-halt automata as DR-automata further in the paper.
Having defined word acceptance, we define language recognition in an equiv-
alent way as in [R 63]. We consider only bounded error language recognition in
this paper.
By Pz,A we denote the probability that a word x is accepted by an automaton
A.
Definition 1.5. We say that a language L is recognized with bounded error by
an automaton A with interval (PhP2) if PI < P2 and PI = BUp{P""A I X '/:. L},
P2 = inf{P""A I x E L}.
Definition 1.6. We say that a language is recognized with a probability P if the
language is recognized with interval (1- p,p).
Definition 1.7. We say that a language is recognized with probability 1 - e, if
for every £ > 0 there exists an automaton which recognizes the language with
interval (£I, 1- £2), where CI, £2 ;:; e.
Definition 1.8. By q ~ l/, SeE", we denote that there is a positive prob-
ability to get to a state l/ by reading a single word € E 5, starting in a state
q.
We refer to several existing models of quantum finite automata:
1. Measure-once quantum finite automata [MC 97] (QFA-MC);
2. Measure-many quantum finite automata [KW 97] (QFA-KW);
3. Enhanced quantum finite automata (N 99] (QFA-N).
Following the notions above, QFA-MC can be characterized as C-automata
whereas QFA-KW and QFA-N as DR-automata.
In Section 2, we discuss properties of PRA G-automata (PRA-C). We prove
that PRA-C recognize the class of languages ara.; ... a~ with probability 1 - e.
This class can be recognized by QFA-KW, with worse acceptance probabilities,
however [ABFK 99]. This also implies that QFA-N recognize this class of lan-
guages with probability 1 - e.
FUrther, we show general class of regular languages, not recognizable by
PRA-C. In particular, such languages as (a,b)*a and a(a,b)* are in this class.
This class has strong similarities with the class of languages, not recognizable
by QFA-KW [AKV 00].
We also show that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is closed
under boolean operations, inverse homomorphisms and word quotient, but is
not closed under homomorphisms.
In Section 3 we prove, that PRA DR-automata do not recognize the language
(a,b)*a.
In Section 4 we discuss some properties of 1.5-way PRA. We also present
an alternative notion of probabilistic reversibility, not connected with quantum
automata.
In Section 5 we propose a classification of reversible automata (deterministic,
probabilistic and quantum).
2 I-way Probabilistic Reversible C-Automata
Definition 2.1. l-way probahili4tic reversible C-automaton (PRA-C)
A = (Q,E, C1o,QF, 0) i4 spedfied by a finite set of states Q, a finite input alphabet
E, an initial state flo E Q, a set of accepting states QF ~ Q, and a transition
function
0: Q x r x Q ---t lR(o,ll'
where r = E u {#,$} is the input tape alphabet of A and #, $ are end-markers
not in E. Furthermore, transition function sati4fies the following requirement.!:
V(ql,Ut} EQ x r EO(qllUl,q) = 1
qEQ
V(ql,Ul) EQ x r EcS(q,ulIqt} = 1
qEQ
(1)
(2)
For every input symbol U E r, the transition function may be determined
by a IQI x IQI matrix Vcr, where (Vcr )i,j = cS(qj,U,qi)'
Lemma 2.2. All matrices Vcr are doubly stochastic iff conditions (1) and (2) of
Definition !U hold.
Proof. Trivial. o
We define word acceptance as specified in Definition 1.3. The set ofrejecting
states is Q \ QF. We define language recognition as in Definition 1.5.
A linear operator UA corresponds to the automaton A. Formal definition of
this operator follows:
Definition 2.3. Given a configuration c = (ViqjUVk),
UAC ~ L o(qj,U',q)(Viuqvk)'
qEQ
Given a superposition of configurations t/J = L: PeC,
eEC
UAt/J ~ LPeUAC.
eEC
Using canonical basis, UA is described by an infinite matrix MA.
To comply with Definition 1.2, we have to state the following:
Lemma 2.4. Matrix MA is doubly stochastic iff conditions (1) and (2) of Def-
inition 2.1 hold.
Proof. Condition (1) takes place if and only if the sum of elements in every
column in MA equal to 1. Condition (2) takes place if and onJy if the sum of
elements in every row in MA equal to 1. 0
This completes our formal definition of PRA-C.
Use of end-markers does not affect computational power of PRA-C. For every
PRA-C with end-markers which recognizes some language it is possible to con-
struct a PRA-C without end-markers which recognizes the same language. (Num-
ber of states needed may increase, however.) See Appendix for further details,
Lemma 2.5. If a language is recognized btl a PRA-C A toith interval (Pl,P2),
exist3 a PRA-C which recognize3 the ronguage with probabiIitv p, where
_ { ~, if PI + P2 ~ 1
p- I-PI i'pI +P2 < l.
2-Pl-P2' 'J
Proof. Let us assume, that the automaton A has n - 1 states. We consider the
case PI +P2> l.
Informally, having read end-marker symbol #, we simulate the automaton A
with probability _+1 and reject input with probability Pi+f -1.
PI P2 PI P2
Formally, to recognize the language with probability ~+ ,we modify the
PI P2
automaton A. We add a new state qr ~ QF, and change the transition function
in the following way:
. . dd
- Ya, a =1= #, O(qr,u,qr) = I;
r( # )~ Pl+1'2-1.
- U QQ, ,qr - Pl+P2 '
- Vq, q =1= qn o(Qo, #, q) ~ Pl~P2Oold(QO, #, q).
Now the automaton has n states. Since end-marker symbol # is read only once at
the beginning of an input word, we can disregard the rest of transition function
val . ed ith # V h -t. I"( # ) def 1-6(Qo.#,Qj)ues, a.8S00at WI : qitqj, w ere qi .,..qo, U qi, ,qj = "-1 .
The transition function satisfies the requirements of Definition 2.1 and the
constructed automaton recognizes the language with probability ---PL-+ •
PI 1'2
The case PI + P2 < 1 is very similar. Informally, having read end-marker
symbol #, we simulate the automaton A with probability 2-P~ -P2 and accept
input with probability ~-J?1-1'2. 0
-PI-P2
Theorem 2.6. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C, it i3 recognized by
PRA-C with probability 1- e.
Proof. We assume that a language L is recognized by a PRA-C automaton
A = (Q,E,Qo.QF,O) with interval (Pi,P2). Let 8 = ~(Pi +P2).
Let us consider a system of m copies of the automaton A, denoted as Am.
We say that our system has accepted (rejected) a word if more (less or equal)
than mcS automata in the system have accepted (rejected) the word. We define
language recognition as in Definition 1.5.
Let us consider a word W E L. The automaton A accepts w with probability
Pw ~ P2. A13a result of reading w, 1-''::. automata of the system accept the word,
and the rest reject it. The system has accepted the word, if ,.: > f>. Let us take
m
'70, such that 0 < '70 < P2- 0 ~ Pto- s. Estimating the probability that ~ > 0,
we have
p { ':: > o} ~ p {Pw - 1]0 < ~ < Pw + 1]0 } = P { I~ - Pw I < 110 } (3)
In case of m Bernoulli trials, Chebyshev's inequality may be used to prove the
following ([GS 97], p. 312):
p{l~ -Pwl ~ '70} s Pw(1-pw) s _1_m m% 4ml1~
The last inequality induces that
p {Ip~-Pwl < '10} ~ 1__ 1
m 4m716
Finally, putting (3) and (5) together,
{Ji,J} 1P --!!!.>o >1---m - 4m775
Inequality (6) is true for every w E L.
On the other hand, let us consider a word { ~ L. The automaton A accepts
~ with probability p( ~ Pl. IT we take the same 1]0, 0 < '70 < a - PI ~ b - p( and
for every € we have
p { :7 > a} s p { I~ - p{ I ~ 770 } ~ 4~~~
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Due to (6) and (7), for every c > 0, if we take n >6,we get a system An
~f:fJo
which recognizes the language L with interval (Cl' 1 - c2), where Cl, C2 < c.
Let us show that An can be simulated by a PRA-C. The automaton A' =
(Q' , 17 , tfo,QF' 0') is constructed as follows:
Q' ~ {(q.,q'2'· .q •••) I 0 ~ 8j ~ IQI-I}; rio ~ (qoqo ... qo).
A sequence (q'l ql2 ... q•••) is an accepting state of A' if more than no elements
in the sequence are accepting states of A. We have defined the set QF'
n
Given U E r, c5'(qll,Q1l2" .qll,.),U, (qb,qb•... qbJ) ~ Il b(qll;lU,qb.).
i=1
In essence, Q' is n-th Cartesian power of Q and the linear space formed by
A' is n-th tensor power of the linear space formed by A. If we take a symbol
a E r, transition is determined by IQln x IQln matrix V~J which is n-th matrix
n
direct power of Vu, i.e, V; = ® V".
i=1
A' simulates the system An. Since matrix direct product of two doubly sto-
chastic matrices is a doubly stochastic matrix, 'VuV: are doubly stochastic ma-
trices. Therefore our automaton A' is a PRA-C.
We have proved that 'Vc> 0 the language L is recognized by some PRA-C
with interval (c1l1-c2), where clI C2 < c. Therefore the language L is recognized
with probability 1 - Co 0
Lemma 2.7. If a language LI is recognizable with probability greater than ~
and a language Lz u recognizable with probability greater than Ithen languages
LInLz and £I ULz are recognizable toith probability greater than ~.
Proof Let us consider automata A = (QA, E,qo,A,QF,A,OA) and
B = (QB,E,CJo,B,QF,B,OB) which recognize the languages Lit Lz with proba-
bilities PI,P2 > ~, respectively. Let us assume that A,B have m and n states,
respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume that PI ~ P2.
In£onnally, having read end-marker symbol #, with probability ~ we simulate
the automaton Al and with the same probability we simulate the automaton A2•
Formally, we construct an automaton C = (Q, E,qo,QF,O) with the following
properties.
Q de! Q Q dcr Q del Q Q r del s: s . h .= AU Bi lJo = qo,Ai F = F,A U F,Bi 0 = oA U ve, wit an exception
that:
- o(CJo,#, qi,A) : tOA(qO, #-,qi,A)i.
- {)(<io,#,qi,B) - 'i0B(qo,#-,qi,B),
V -I- IC( #- ) _ 1-6(qo,#,q)- qi, qi 'r: qo, 0 qi, ,q - m+n-I .
Since {)satisfies Definition 2.1, our construction of PRA-C is complete.
The automaton C recognizes the language LI nLz with interval (p, ~),
wherep ~ 1- ~P1. (Since PltP2 >~, 1- ~PI <~)
The automaton C recognizes the language LI ULz with interval (2-p;-P'2 ,p),
where P ~ !PI. (Again, 2-p~-1>2 < ~PI)
Therefore by Lemma 2.5, the languages LI nLz and LI UL2 are recognizable
with probabilities greater than ~. 0
Theorem 2.8. The class of languages recognized by PRA-C is closed under
intersection, union and complement.
Proof. Let us consider languages LI, Lz recognized by some PRA-C automata.
By Theorem 2.6, these languages is recognizable with probability 1 - E, and
therefore by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7, union and intersection of these languages are
also recognizable. If a language L is recognizable by a PRA-C A, we can construct
an automaton which recognizes a language L just by making accepting states of
A to be rejecting, and vice versa. 0
It is natural to ask what are the languages recognized by PRA-C with prob-
ability exactly l.
Theorem 2.9. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C with probability 1, the
language is recoqnized by a permutation automaton.
Proof Let us consider a language L and a PRA-C A, which recognizes L with
probability 1.
If a word is in L, the automaton A has to accept the word with probability
1. Conversely, if a word is Dot in L, the word must be accepted with probability
O. Therefore,
Vq E Q Vw E E" either qw ~ QF, or qw ~ QF' (8)
Consider a relation between the states of A defined as
R = {(qi, flj) I Vw qiW ~ QF ¢> qjW ~ QF }. R is symmetric, reflexive
and transitive, therefore Q can be partitioned into equivalence classes Q/R =
{[/lol,[qill,···, [qi.]}. Suppose A is in a state q. Due to (8), Vw3n qw ~ [qiJ. In
fact, having read a symbol in the alphabet, A goes from one equivalence class
to another with probability 1.
Hence it is possible to construct the following deterministic automaton D,
which simulates A. The states are so, ... ,8k and 8nU = 8m iff [qi••JU ~ [qi_J and
8n is an accepting state iff [qiJ ~ QF. Since all transition matrices of A are
doubly stochastic, all transition matrices of D are permutation matrices. 0
Theorem 2.10. The class a/language" recognized by PRA-C is closed under
inverse homomorphisms.
Proof. Let us consider finite alphabets E,T, a homomorphism h: E --t T., a
language L ~ T· and a PRA-C A = (Q,T,qo,QF,O), which recognizes L with
interval (PlJP2). We prove that exists an automaton B = (Q, E,qo,QF,O') which
recognizes the language h-1(L).
Transition function a of A sets transition matrices Vn where T E T. To
determine 0', we define transition matrices Vu, o E E. Let us define a transition
matrix VO'.:
VO'. = \'(h(U.)]M "'rh(U.)]M-l ... "'rh(u.)]"
where m = Ih(Uk)l. Multiplication of two doubly stochastic matrices is a doubly
stochastic matrix, therefore B is a PRA-C. Automaton B recognizes h-I (L)
with the same interval (PI'P2)' 0
Corollary 2.11. The class o/languages recognized by PRA-G is closed under
word. quotient.
Proof. This follows from closure under inverse homomorphisms and presence of
end-markers #, $. 0
Even if PRA-C without end-markers are considered, closure under word quo-
tient remains true. See Appendix for details.
Lemma 2.12. 1/ A is a doubly stochastic matrix and X - a vector, then
max (X) ~ max(AX) and min(X) ~ min(AX).
(
XI) (all al2 ... aln)
• X2 ~I a22 .,. a2n •
Proof Let us consider X = . . . and A = . .. ... ... ... ,where A IS
Xn ani an2 ••• ann
doubly stochastic. Let US suppose that Xj = max(X). For any i, 1 ~ i ~n,
Therefore Xj is greater or equal than any component of AX . The second inequal-
ity is proved in the same way. 0
Theorem 2.13. For eVert/ natural positive n, a language Ln = ai~ ... a~ is
recognizable by some PRA-C with alphabet {alta:l, ... ,an}.
Proof. We construct a PRA-C with n + 1 states, qo being the initial state, cor-
responding to probability distribution vector (.:.). The transition function is
determined by (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices
1 1 0 0i i .
2" 2" 0 0
o 0 n:i n:i
(
I I 0)n ... n".. ..".......- .
- ~ 10 .
o 01(
10 ... 0)
Ok··· ~
Val = ... . 'Va2 =... .. ..... " ..
o!.. ! .. ..
n n 0 0 n~l & n~l
The accepting states are qo ... qn-i, the only rejecting state is qn. We prove,
that the automaton recognizes the language Ln·
Case W E Ln. Having read wE ai ... a;_i at, the automaton is in probability
I
k
1
distribution 5 . Therefore all W E Ln are accepted with probability 1.
o
Case W f/. Ln· Consider k such that W = WlUW2, Iwd = k, WI E Ln and
WiG' f/. Ln. Since all one-letter words are in Ln, k > O.Let at = [Who and a, = a,
So we have 6 < t, 1 ::; s ::;n - I, 2 ::; t ::;n. Having read WI E ai ... ai_Iat, the
I
t
1
automaton is in distribution 6 .After that, having read all the automaton is
1 }t
·It· . ,
1 ... 10 0 t
in distribution' • 1 1 I, }
.~. : :: .~. n-,+1 ... n-,+i 0 I(n~.+l) n-,+1
o ... 0 n-~+l··· n-~+i 0 I(n~''+i)
So the word Wia, is accepted with probability 1- l(n~-,~1}. ByLemma 2.12, since
I(n
l::,'+i) < t, reading the symbols succeeding Wta, does not increase accepting
probability. Therefore, to find maximum accepting probability for words not in
L«, we have to maximize 1 - I(n~-''+i)' where s < t, 1 ::; s ~ n - 1, 2 ~ t ~ n.
Solving this problem, we get t = k + 1,5 = k for n = 2k, and we get t =
k + 1,5 = k or t = k + 2, s = k + 1 for n = 2k + 1. So the maximum accepting
1, 1,
o
o o 1t
probability is 1 - (k~1)2' if n = 2k, and it is 1 - Ck+dCH2)' if n = 2k + 1. All in
all, the automaton recognizes the language with interval (1 - [(i)2j+n+I ' 1).
(Actually, by Theorem 2.6, Ln can be recognized with probability 1 - c). 0
Corollary 2.14. Quantum finite automata with mixed state3 (model of Nayak,
(N 99J) recognize Ln = aia; ... a~with probability 1- c.
Proof. This comes from the fact, that matrices Val' Va2, ... , Va•• from the proof
of Theorem 2.13 (as well as tensor powers of those matrices) all have unitary
prototypes (see Definition 5.1). 0
Definition 2.15. We 6ay that a regular language is of type (*) if the following
is true for the minimal deterministic automaton rewgnizing this language: Ezist
three states q, ql, lh, exist w0rd3 z; y such that
1. ql "I- ~i
2. qx = ql, qy = l/'J.i
3. \It E (x,V'- 3t1 E (x,y)· q1tt1 = qli
4. Vt E (x,y)· 3t2 E (x,y)· lhtt2 =~.
Definition 2.16. We 6ay that a regular language is of type (*') if the following
is true for the minimal deterministic automaton rewgnizing this language: Exist
three states q, ql, lh, exist words x, y such that
1. ql "I- q2i
2. qx = ql, qy = lhi
3. qlX = ql, qlY = qli
4· ~x =~, lhY = q2·
X, ,y
Fig. 1. Type (.) construction Fig. 2. Type (.') construction
Definition 2.17. We say that a regular language i3 of tJ!Pe(*") if the following
i3 true for the minimal detennini3tic automaton recognizing this language: Exist
two state3ql, lb, ui8t fDOnUx, 1/ 6uch that
1. q1 f:. q2i
2. q1X = qz, lbX = lbi
3. lb1/ = q1·
Fig. 3. Type (-") construction
Type (*") languages are exactly those languages that violate the partial order
condition of [BP 99].
Lemma 2.18. If A is a deterministic finite automaton with a set of states Q
and alphabet E, then Vq E Q Vx E E· 3k> 0 qxl: = q:z;2l:.
Proof. We paraphrase a result from the theory of finite semigroups, Consider
a state q and a word z: Since number of states is finite, 3m ~ 0 3s ~ 1
Vn qz"' = qxmx •••. Take flo, such that Silo > m. Note that Vt ~ 0 qxmH =
qxm+tx·no• We take t = sno - m, so qxlnO = qx'nox'fl{J. Take k = Silo. 0
Lemma 2.19. A regularlanguage is of type (*) iff it is of type (*') or type (.").
Proof. 1) If a language is of type (*'), it is of type (*). Obvious.
2) If a language is of type (*"), it is of type (*). Consider a language of type
(",") with states t:,q'.l and words x",y". To build construction of type (*), we
take q = ql = t:, lb = tid, x = x" 1/", 11= z", That forms transitions qx = ql,
qy = q2, q1X = qt, q11!= lb, q2X = qt, lbY = lb· We have satisfied all the rules
of (*).
3) If a language is of type (*), it is oftype (*') or (*"). Consider a language
whose minimal deterministic automaton has construction (*). By Lemma 2.18,
3s3a q1Xo.= q, and q,xo. = q,i
3t3b qlyb = qt and qtyb = qtj
3u3c Q7.Xc= qu and quT = qui
3v3d q2yd = qu and q"yd = q".
If ql f:. q" by the 3rd rule of (-), 3z q,z = qt. Therefore the language is of type
(*"). If q2 f: qu, by the 4th rule of (*), 3z quz = q2, and the language is of type
(*"). Likewise, if ql f:. qt or Q7. f:. q", the language is of type (*/1).
If ql = q, = qt and q2 = qu = q", we have qxQ = ql, qyd = q2, qlXo. = qlyb = ql,
q2XC= q2yd = Q2.We get the construction (.') if we take x' = xQC,y' = ybd. 0
We are going to prove that every language of type (*) is not recognizable by
any PRA-C. For this purpose, we recall several definitions from the theory of
finite Markov chains ([KS 76], etc.)
A Markov chain with n states can be determined by an n x n stochastic
matrix A, i.e., matrix, where the sum of elements of every column in the matrix
is 1. H AiJ = P > 0, it means that a state qi is accessible from a state qj with
a positive probability p in one step. Generally speaking, the matrix depends on
the numbering of the states; if the states are renumbered, the matrix changes,
as its rows and columns also need to be renumbered.
Definition 2.20. A state qj is accessible from qj (denoted qi ~ Qi) if there is
a positive probability to get from qj to Qi (possibly in several steps).
Definition 2.21. States qi and Qi communicate (denoted qi t+ qj) if qi ~ qj
and Qi ~ qi.
Definition 2.22. A state q is called eryodic if Vi q ~ qi=> qi ~ q. Otherunse
the state is called transient.
Definition 2.23. A Markov chain without transient states is called irreducible
if for all Qi, qj qi t+ qj. Otherwise the chain without transient states is called
reducible.
Definition 2.24. The period of an ergodic state qi E Q of a Markov chain with
a matrix A is defined as d(qj) = gcd{n > 0 I (An)i,i > OJ.
Definition 2.25. An ergodic state qi is called aperiodic if d(qi) = 1. Otherwise
the ergodic state is called periodic.
Definition 2.26. A Markov chain without transient states is called aperiodic if
all its states are aperiodic. Otherwise the chain without transient states is called
periodic.
Definition 2.27. A probability distribution X of a Markov chain with a matrix
A is called stationary, if AX = X.
Definition 2.28. A Markov chain is called doubly stochastic, if its transition
matrix is a doubly stochastic matrix.
We recall the following theorem from the theory of finite Markov chains:
Theorem 2.29. If a Markov chain with a matrix A is irreducible and aperiodic,
then
a) it has a unique stationary distribution Z;
b) lim An = (Z, ... ,Z)i
n-too
c) VX lim Anx = Z.
n-too
Corollary 2.30. If a doubly stochastic Markov chain with an m x m matrix A: :";1:a("t7!)C' ;
n-too 1 1
m'" m
b) VX lim AnX::::: (.~.) .
n-+oo .L
m
Proof. By Theorem 2.29. 0
Lemma 2.31. If M is a doubly stochastic Markov chain with a matrix A, then
Vq q -+ q.
Proof. Assume existence of flo such that flo is not accessible from itself. Let
QqO :::::{qi I qo -+ qi} :::::{q1J ... ,q,.}. QqO is not empty set. Consider those rows
and columns of A. which are indexed by states in Q s«: These rows and columns
forma. submatrix A'. Each column i of A' must include all non-zero elements
of the corresponding column of A as those states are accessible from the state
k
qj. hence also from flo and are in Qqo' Therefore Vi, 1 ~ i ~k, L~.; :::::1 and
i=:1
L ~J::::: k, On the other hand. since qo f/:. Qqo. a row of A' indexed by a
19';9:
state accessible in one step from qodoes not include all nonzero elements. Since
k
A is doubly stochastic, 3i, 1 ~ i ~k. EA~.; < 1 and E A~J < k: This is a
j=l 19,j9:
contradiction. 0
Corollary 2.32. Suppose A is a doubly stochastic matrix. Then exists k > O.
such that Vi (Akli,i > O.
Proof Consider an m x m doubly stochastic matrix A. By Lemma 2.31, Vi
m
3ni > 0 (Anl)i,i > O. Take n::::: IT n•. For every i, (An)i,i > O. 0
-=1
Lemma 2.33. If M is a doubly stochastic Markov chain with a matrix A, then
Vqa,qb ~.m >O=>qb --tqa'
Proof ~.a > 0 means that qb is accessible from qa in one step. We have to
prove, that qb -+ qa. Assume from the contrary. that qa is not accessible from
qb· Let QIA ::::: {qi I qb -+ qi}::::: {ql.lh,···.qd· By Lemma 2.31, qb E Qq •. As
in proof of Lemma 2.31, consider a matrix A', which is a submatrix of A and
whose rows and columns are indexed by states in Qq •. Each column i has to
include all nonzero elements of the corresponding column of A. Therefore Vi,
k
1 ::; j ::;k. E~.; :::::1 and E A~,j::::: k, On the other hand, Ab,a > 0
1=1 l<iJ<k
and qa f/:. Qq., therefore a row of A'-indexed by qb does not include all nonzero
k
elements. Since A is doubly stochastic, E A~,j < 1 and E A~,j < k. This is
j=l I<i,j<k
a contradiction. - - 0
Corollary 2.34. If M iJ a doubly stochastic Markov chain and qQ -t q", then
qa H q".
Proof. If qQ -t q" then exists a sequence qi\, qi2, ... ,qi., such that A'l.Q >
0, Ah,i1 > 0, , Ai ••i._1 > 0, A",i. > O. By Lemma 2.33, we get q" -t qi.,
qi. -t qi._1t , qi2 -t qill qil -t qQ. Therefore q" -t qQ. 0
By Corollary 2.34, every doubly stochastic Markov chain does not have tran-
sient states, so it is either periodic or aperiodic, either reducible or irreducible.
Lemma 2.35. If a regular language is of type (*'), it is not recognizable by any
PRA-C. .
Proof. Assume from the contrary, that A is a PRA-C automaton which recog-
nizes a language LeE· of type (*').
Since L is of type (*'), it is recognized by a deterministic automaton D which
has three states q, qll Q2 such that ql f:. fb, qx = ql, qy = lh, qlX = qll qlY = ql,
q2X = q2, Q2Y = Q2, where x,y E E·. FUrthermore, exists wEE· such that
qoW = q, where flo is an initial state of D, and exists a word Z E E., such that
qlZ = qacc if and only if Q2Z = qrej> where qQCCis an accepting state and qrej is
a rejecting state of D. Without loss of generality we assume that qlZ = qQCCand
lhZ = qrej·
The transition function of the automaton A is determined by doubly stochas-
tic matrices V"'l , ••• , Va". The words from the construction (*') are x = ail ... ah
and 11 = ajl ... ai •. The transitions induced by words x and 11 are determined
by doubly stochastic matrices X = VU•• , •• Vu.\ and Y = V••.J •••• VUi1 • Similarly,
the transitions induced by words w and Z are determined by doubly stochastic
matrices Wand Z. By Corollary 2.32, exists K > 0, such that
(9)
Consider a relation between the states of the automaton defined as R =
( K K)*
{(qi,qj) I qi :z: ~ qj}. By (9), this relation is reflexive.
Suppose exists a word ~ = 66 ~k,~. E {xK, yK}, such that q ~ q'. This
means that q ~ qi1, qil ~ %, , qi._1 ~ q'. By Corollary 2.34, since both
XK and yK are doubly stochastic, 3~~ ... ~~, ~~ E {(xK).,(yK).}, such that
~~ (; (~ ( , K K.q' ~ qi._1 ,... , qi2 ~ q«, qi\ ~ q, therefore c/ ~ q, where ~ E (x ,y ) .
So the relation R is symmetric.
Surely R is transitive. Therefore ail states of A may be partitioned into
equivalence classes [qol, [qil],· .. ,[qiJ. Let us renumber the states of A in such
a way, that states from one equivalence class have consecutive numbers. First
come the states in [flo], then in [qi\], etc.
Consider the word xK yK. The transition ind uced by this word is determined
by a doubly stochastic matrix C = YKX K. We prove the following proposition.
States qQ and q" are in one equivalence class if and only if qQ -t q" with matrix
C. Suppose qa -+ qb· Then (qa,qb) E R, and qQ,qb are in one equivalence class.
Suppose qa,qb are in one equivalence class. Then
(10)
(11)
We have proved the proposition.
By the proved proposition, due to the renumbering of states, matrix C
is a block diagonal matrix, where each block corresponds to an equivalence
class of the relation R. Let us identify these blocks as Co,Cl, ... ,Cn. By (9),
a Markov chain with matrix C is aperiodic. Therefore each block O; corre-
sponds to an aperiodic irreducible doubly stochastic Markov chain with states
[qirl. By Corollary 2.30, lim O": = J, J is a block diagonal matrix, where
m-too
for each (p X p) block O; (Cr)ij = ~. Relation qi <ao lJi is a subrelation
of R, therefore YK is a block diagonal matrix with the same block ordering
and sizes as C and J. (This does not eliminate possibility that some block
of yK is constituted of smaller blocks, however.) Therefore JYK = J, and
lim Z(yKxK)mw = lim Z(yKxK)myKw = ZJW. So
m-too m-too
TIe> 0 3m II (Z(yK XK)fflW - Z(YK XK)myKW)Qoll < e. (12)
However, by construction (*'), Tlk TIm w(xkyk)mz ELand wyk(xkyk)mz ~ L.
This requires existence of E > 0, such that
This is a contradiction. 0
Lemma 2.36. If a regular language i3 01 type (*"), it i3 not recognizable by any
PRA-C.
Proof. Proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 2.35. Consider a PRA-C
which recognizes the language L of type (*"). We prove that for words x, y
exists constant K, such that for every E exists m, such that for two words
6 = w(xK(xy)K)mz and 6 = w(xK(xy)K)mxK Z, Ip~1- p~21< E. We can
choose z, such that 6 E L iff 6 1:-L. 0
Theorem 2.37. II a regular language is 01 type (*), it is not recognizable by any
PRA-C.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.19, 2.35, 2.36. o
We proved (Lemma 2.19) that the construction of type (*) is a generalization
the construction proposed by [BP 99]. Also it can be easily noticed, that the
type (*) construction is a generalization of construction proposed by [AKV 00].
(Constructions of [BP 99] and [AKV 00] characterize languages, not recognized
by measure-many quantum finite automata of [KW 97].)
Corollary 2.38. Languag~ (a,b)~a and «[a.b}" are not recognized by PHA-C.
Proof. Both languages are of type (*). IJ
Corollary 2.39. Class of languages recognizable by PRA-C is not closed under
homomorphisms.
Proof. Consider a homomorphism a -t a, b -t b, c -t a. Similarly as in Theorem
2.13, the language (a,b)*cc* is recognizable by a PRA-C. (Take n = 2, Ve = Vet'
Vb = Vat' Vc = Ve~from Theorem 2.13, QF = {qd) However, by Corollary 2.38
the language (a,b)*aa*=(a,b)*a is not recognizable. 0
3 I-way Probabilistic Reversible DR-Automata
Definition 3.1. The definition differs from one for PRA-C (Definition 2.1) by
the following: languages are recognized according to Definition 1.-1.
It is easy to see that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is a proper
subclass of languages recognized by PRA-DR. For example, the language a(a,b)*
is recognizable by PRA-DH. However, the following theorem holds:
Theorem 3.2. Language (a,b)~a is not recognized by PRA-DB.
Proof. Assume from the contrary that such automaton exists. While reading
any sequence of a and b, this automaton can halt only with some probability p
strictly less then 1, so accepting and rejecting probabilities may differ only by
L-p, because any word belonging to the language is not dependent on any prefix.
Therefore for each E > 0 we can find that after reading of a prefix of certain
length, the total probability to bait while continue reading the word is less then E.
In this case we can apply similar techniques as in the proof of Lemma 2.35, such
that for words z, y exists constant K, such that for every E exists s, such that for
two words 6 =w(xK(xy)K)·z and 6 =w(xK(xy)K)·xKz, [p{t -p{21 < E. 0
4 Alternative Approach to Finite Reversible Automata
and 1.5-wayProbabilistic Reversible Automata
Let us consider automaton A' = (Q, E, qo, QF, <5') that can be obtained from a
probabilistic automaton A = (Q, E,qo, QF, <5) by specifying
<5'(q,a,t) = <5(t,a,q) for all eI, a and q.
If A' is a valid probabilistic automaton then we can call A and A' probabilistic
reversible automata.
Definition 4.1. An automaton of some type i6 called weakly reversible if the
reverse of its transition function conuponds to the transition function of a valid
automaton 01 the 3ame type.
Note: in case of deterministic automaton where 6: Q x r x Q --+ {O,l} this
property means that AI is still deterministic automaton, not nondeterministic.
In case of one-way automata it is easy to check that this definition is equiv-
alent to the one in Section 2.
We give an example that illustrates that in case of 1.5-way automata these
definitions are different.
Definition 4.2. 1.5-way probabilunc weakly reversible O-automaton
A = (Q,E,Qo,QF,bJ is specified by Q, E, flo, QF defined as in 1-way PRA-C
Definition 2.1, and a transition function
s :Q x r x Q x D --+ IR(O,l],
where T defined as in 1-way PRA-C definition and D = {O,I} denotes whether
automaton stays on the "arne position or move.! one letter ahead on the input
tape. Furthermore, traminon function satisfie.! the following requirement3:
V(qiJ 0'1) E Q x r L o(qiJ UlJ q,d) = 1
qEQ,dED
V(ql,ud E Q x r L a(q,UlJqr,d) = 1
qEQ,dED
(14)
(15)
Definition 4.3. 1.5-way probabilistic reversible C-automaton
A = (Q,E,qo,QF,O) is specified by Q, E, flo, QF defined as in 1-way PRA-C
Definition 2.1, and a transition function
o : Q x T x Q x D --+ IR(O, 1] ,
where r defined as in 1-way PRA-C definition and D = {O,I} denotes whether
automaton stays on the same position or moues one letter ahead on the input
tape. Furthermore, traminon function satisfie.! the following requirement3:
V(qr,adEQxr L O(Ql,Ul,q,d)=1 (16)
qEQ,dED
V(ql,al,(J2)EQXr2 LO(q,O'l,ql,O)+ L o(q,a2,qI,I)=1 (17)
qEQ qEQ,uEr
Theorem 4.4. Language (a,b)"a is recognizable by 1.5-way weakly reversible
PRA-C.
Proof. The Q = {qO' ql }, QF = {ql}, ° is defined as follows
6(qo,a, Qo,O) : t 6(qo,a,ql,l) : t 6(ql,a,Qo,O) : t 6 (ql,a,ql,I) =: t
6(qo,b,Qo,l) - 2"6(tlo,b,qI,O) - 2"6(ql,b,tIo,l) - 2"6(ql' b,ql, 0) =: 2"
6(tlo, S,tlo, I) =: I 6(ql, S,ql,l) =: I
It is easy to check that such automaton moves ahead according to the tran-
sition of the following deterministic automaton
6(qo, a, ql,l) =: I 6(ql, a, qlll) =: I
6(qo, b, tlo,l) =: I 6(ql, h,qo,l) =: I
6(tlo, $, qo, I) =: I 6(ql, $, qlll) =: 1
So the probability of wrong answer is O. The probability to be at the m-th
position of the input tape after n steps of calculation for m ~ n is C::,. Therefore
it is necessary no more than O(n * log(P» steps to reach the end of the word of
length n (and so obtain correct answer) with probability I - ~. 0
5 A Classificationof Reversible Automata
We propose the following classification for finite I-way reversible automata:
C-automata DH-automata
Deterministic Permutation Automata Reversible Finite Automata
Automata [HS 66,T 68] (DRA-C) [AF 98] (DRA-DB)
Quantum Measure-Once Quantum Measure-Many Quantum
Automata with Finite Automata [MC 97] Finite Automata [KW 97]
Pure States (QRA-P-C) (QRA-P-DH)
Probabilistic Probabilistic Reversible Probabilistic Reversible
Automata C-automata (PRA-C) DB-automata (PRA-DH)
Quantum Finite not considered yet Enhanced Quantum
Automata with (QRA-M-C) Finite Automata [N 99J
Mixed States (QRA-M-DH)
Language class problems are solved for DRA-C, DRA-DH, QRA-P-C, for
the rest types they are still open. Every type of DR-automata may simulate the
corresponding type of C-automata.
Generally, language classes recognized by C-automata are closed under
boolean operations (though this is open for QRA-M-C), while DH-automata are
not (though this is open for QRA-M-DH and possibly for PRA-DH).
Definition 5.1. We say that a unitary matrix U is a prototype for a doubly
stochastic matrix B, ifYi,j IUi,i12 =: Bi,i.
Not every (d~U~I~)stochastiCmatrix has a unitary prototype. Such matrix is,
121for example, 2"? ¥ .
0--2 2
In Introduction, we demonstrated some relation between PRA-C and QRA-
M-DH (and hence, QRA-M-C). However, due to the example above, we do not
know exactly, whether every PRA-C can be simulated by QRA-M-C, or whether
every PRA-DH can be simulated by QRA-M-DH.
Theorem 5.2. If all matrices of a PRA-C have unitaflf prototype3, then the
PRA-O may be 3imulated by a QRA-M-O and by a QRA-M-DH.
Proof. 'I\ivial. o
Theorem 5.3. If all matrices of a PRA-DH have unitaflf prototype8, then the
PM-DB may be "imulated by a QRA-M-DH.
Proof. 'I\ivial. o
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A End-Marker Theorems for PRA-C Automata
We denote a PRA-C with both end-markers as #,$-PRA-C. We denote a PRA-C
with left end-marker only as #-PRA-C.
Theorem A.!. Let A be a #,S-PRA-C, which recognize" a language L, There
exis~ a #-PRA-C which recognizes the .,arne language.
Proof. Suppose A = (Q, E,qo,QF,O), where IQI = n. A recognizes L with inter-
val U>I,P2). We construct the following automaton A' = (Q', E,qo,o, Q~,6') with
mn states. Informally, A' equiprobably simulates m copies of the automaton A.
Q' = {qo,o, .. ·,qO,m-1,q1,O,·· ·,q1,m-1,·. ·,qn-1,O,···, qn-1,m-1}.
IT -J.#. {/( ) {O(qi,U,tli),ifk=1
U r J qi,k,C1,qj,1 = 0, if k -:F l.
Otherwise, O'(flo,o,#,qj,') = !n6(qo,#,qj), and if qi,k f:. flo,o, 6'(qi,k,#,Q) =
1-6~~i#,q). Function 6' satisfies the requirements (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1.
We define Q~ as follows. A state qi,k E Q~ if and only if 0 ~ k < mp(qi),
where p(qi) ~ I: 6(qi, s, q).
qEQ,
Suppose #WS is an input word. Having read #W, A is in superposition
n-1 n-1I: atqi. After A has read $, #W$ is accepted with probability Pw = I: atp(qi).
'=0 '=0
m-l n-l
On the other hand, having read #W, A' is in superposition ~ L: I: atqiJ-
j=O '=0
n-I
So the input word #w is accepted with probability P'w = !n L: anmp(qi)l
i=O
n-l n-1
Consider w E i: Then P'w = !n L at rmp(qi)l ~ L: atp(qi) = Pw ~ Pl·
;=0 i=O
n-l n-1 n-I
Consider e i t.. Then ~ = !n L: a~ rmp(qi)l < L: a~p(qi) + ~ L a~ =
i=0 '=0 i=0
1 < 1p( + m _PI + m·
Therefore A' recognizes L with bounded error, provided m > _1_. 0
P2-PJ
Now we are going to prove that PRA-C without end-markers recognize the
same languages as #-PRA-C automata.
ITA is a #-PRA-C, then, having read the left end-marker #, the automa-
ton simulates some other automata .40, AI, ... ,Am_1 with positive probabilities
Po,··· ,Pm-lo respectively . .40, AI,· -., Am-1 are automata without end-markers.
By Pi,w, 0 ~ i < m, we denote the probability that the automaton Ai accepts
the word w.
We prove the following lemma first.
Lemma A.2. Suppose A' is a #-PRA-C which recognizes a language L with
interval (a1,<I2). Then for every e, 0 < e < I, exists a #-PRA-C A which
recognizes L with interval (ai, a2), such that
a) if wE L, Po,w +Pl,w + ... +Pn-1,w > ~
b) if w ¢. L, Po,,,,+ Pl."" + ... + Pn-l,,,, < ~.
Here n is the number 01 automata without end-marker", being "imulated bll A,
and Pi,,,, itt the proOObility that i-til simulated automaton ~ accept« w.
Proof Suppose a #-PRA-C A' recognizes a language L with interval (aI,a2).
Having read the symbol #, A' simulates automata Afl, ... '~-l with probabil-
ities 110, ••• ,P'm-l' respectively. We choose E, 0 < E < l.
By Dirichlet's principle ([HW 79], p. 170), Yep > 0 exists n E f.l+ such that
Vi ~n differs from some positive integer by less than l(J.
Let 0 < l(J < min (~,E). Let 9i be the nearest integer of~n. So I1I;n-9il < ep
and I~-~I< nT.- $ ~.Since I1I;n - 9il < l(J, we have In - ~l 9il < rpm < l.
m-l
Therefore, since gi E I'l+, E 9i = n,
i=O
Now we construct the #-PRA-C A, which satisfies the properties expressed
in Lemma A.2. For every i, we make gi copies of Ai. Raving read #, for every
i A simulates each copy of A~ with probability ~. The construction of V# is
equivalent to that used-in the proof of Lemma 2.7. Therefore A is characterized
by doubly stochastic matrices. A recognizes L with the same interval as A', i.e.,
(al,a2)'
Using new notations, A simulates n automata .40, AI, ... , An-l with proba-
bilities Po,PlI'.' ,Pn-lI respectively. Note that Vi Ipi - ~ I < ~. Let Pi,w be the
probability that ~ accepts the word w.
Consider w E L. We have PoPo,,,, + PIPl.,w + ... + Pn-IPn-I,w ~ ll2. Since
Pi < 1:'1', ~CPo,w + PI"" + ... + Pn-l,w) >~. Hence
a2n ~n
Pow +P1 w + ... + Pn-l,w > -1-- > -1-'" +ep +e
Consider { ~ L. We have PoPo,{ + PIPI,{ + .,. + Pn-IPn-I,€ < at· Since
Pi > t~V', l~'f CPo,{ + PI,{ + '" + Pn-I,{) < ai' Hence
ain at"
Po,{ +PI,{ + ... + Pn-l,{ < -1- < -1-·
-l(J -e
o
Theorem A.3. Let A be a #-PRA-C, which recognizes a language L. There
exists a PRA-C without end-marker", which recognizes the "ame language.
Proof. Consider a #-PRA-C which recognizes a language L with interval (at, a2)'
Using Lemma A.2, we choose e, 0 < e < 42+-41, and construct an automaton A'
a2 01
which recognizes L with interval (at, ~), with the following properties.
Having read #, A' simulates ~, ... '~-l with probabilities 110,· .. 'Pm-I'
respectively. ~, ... , A~_t are automata without end-markers. Ai accepts w with
probability p;.w· If w E L, P~,w+ JJ't.w + ... +P~-l ,w > re. Otherwise, if w ~ L,
~,w + ~.w + ... + Pm-l,w < ~.
That also implies that for every n = km, k E IN+, we are able to construct
a #-PRA-C A which recognizes L with interval (at,a2), such that
a) if wE L, Po.", +PI,•••+ ... +Pn-l, •••> {Tii
b) ifw~L,Po .•••+Pl,CoI+"'+Pn-l"" <~.
A simulates Ao, ... ,An-I. Let us consider the system Fn = (Ao, ... ,An-d.
Let 5 = Hal + a2)' Since e < :~:;:::' ffi > 5 and ~ < o. As in the proof
of Theorem 2.6, we define that the system accepts a word, if more than nJ
automata in the system accept the word.
Let us take '70, such that 0 < fJo < fJi - 5 < 5 - f:!:i.
n-l
Consider w E L. We have that E Pi,.., > {Ti > n5. As a result of reading w,
i=O
~~ automata in the system accept the word, and the rest reject it. The system
w n-l
has accepted the word, if ~ > 5. Since 0 < TJo < ffi - 5 < ~ E Pi, •••- 5, we
i=O
have
(18)
"" "-1
IT we look on ~ as a random variable X, E(X) = ~E Pi.CoIand variance
i=O
n-l
VeX) = ~ E Pi •..,(l-Pi ••••), therefore Chebyshev's inequality yields the follow-
i=O
ing:
p { ~:-:_ .!. ~P"'''' > } < _1_ ~ . (1 _ . ) < _1_L.J - TJo - n2713 L.J. P.,w P"w - 4n1}2'
n ni=o 'N=O 0
That is equivalent to P { I~ - ~ ~ Pi, •••I < T}o} ~ 1 - 4:'1~' So, taking into
account (18),
{~"'} 1P --!!. > 5 > 1- --.n - 4n1}~ (19)
n-l
On the other hand, consider € ~ L. So E Pi,€ <
i=O
< no. Again, since
n-lo < 7'k-. < 5 - ....!!.l..- < 0 - 1. ~ p' c-'v 1-£ n LJ II\.'
i=O
p{~~ > o} '.5:. P { ~~ - n.!. ~Pi,€ ~ TJo} '.5:. ~. (20)
n n i=O 4n7Jo
The constant T}o does not depend on n and n may be chosen sufficiently large.
Therefore, by (19) and (20), the system Fn recognizes L with bounded error, if
1n > 2="2"'
'10
Following a way identical to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.6, it is
possible to construct a single PRA-C without end-markers, which simulates the
system Fn and therefore recognizes the language L. 0
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Abstract. Quantum finite automata, as well as quantum pushdown au-
tomata were first introduced by C. Moore, J. P. Crutchfield [MC 97]. In
this paper we introduce the notion of quantum pushdown automata in a
non-equivalent way, including unitarity criteria, by using the definition
of quantum finite automata of [KW 971. It is established that the uni-
tarity criteria of quantum pushdown automata are not equivalent to the
corresponding unitarity criteria of quantum Turing machines (BV 971_
Finally we' present some simple languages recognized by quantum push-
down automata, two of them is not recognizable by deterministic push-
down automata and one seems to be not recognizable by probabilistic
pushdown automata as welL
1 Introduction
Nobel prize winner physicist R. Feynman asked in 1982, what effects may have
the principles of quantum mechanics on computation IFe 821. He gave arguments
that it may require exponential time to simulate quantum mechanical processes
on classical computers. This served as a basis to the opinion that quantum
computers may have advantages versus classical ones. It was in 1985, when D.
Deutsch introduced. the notion of quantum Turing machine [De 85] and proved.
that quantum Turing machines compute the same recursive functions as classical
deterministic Turing machines do. P. Shor discovered that by use of quantum al-
gorithms it is possible to factorize large integers and compute discrete logarithms
in a polynomial time ISh 94J, what resulted into additional interest in quantum
computing and attempts to create quantum computers. First steps have been
made to this direction, and first quantum computers which memory is limited
by a few quantum bits have been constructed [KLMT 991- To make quantum
computers with larger memory feasible, one of the problems is to minimize error
possibilities in quantum bits. Quantum error correction methods are developed
[CRSS 98] which would enable quantum computers with larger quantum mem-
ory.
Quantum mechanics differs from the classical physics substantially. It is
enough to mention Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which states that it IS
• Research partially supported by the Latvian Council of Science, grant 96-0282;
European Cornission, contract IST-1999-1l234; Swedish Institute, project ML2000
impossible to get information about different parameters of quantum particle
simultaneously precisely. Another well known distinction is the impossibility to
observe quantum object without changing it.
FUndamental concept of quantum information theory is quantum bit. Classi-
cal information theory is based on classical bit, which has two states 0 and 1.
The next step is probabilistic bit, which can be 0 with probability a and ~ with
probability fJ, where a + fJ = 1. Quantum bit or qbit is similar to probabilistic
bit with the difference that a and fJ are complex numbers with the property
lal2 +1.612 = 1. It is common to denote qbit as alO) + PII}. As a result of
measurement, we get 0 with probability lal2 and I with probability 1.812•
Every computation done on qbits is accomplished by means of unitary op-
erators. Informally. every unitary operator can be interpreted as a revolution in
complex space. Therefore one of the basic properties of unitary operators is that
every quantum computing process not disturbed by measurements is reversible.
Unitarity is rather hard requirement which complicates programming of quan-
tum devices. The following features of quantum computers are most important:
1. Information is represented by qbi ts.
2. Any step of computation can be represented as a unitary operation, therefore
computation is reversible.
3. Quantum information cannot be copied.
4. Quantum parallelism; quantum computer can compute several paths simul-
taneously. however as a result of measurement it is possible to get the results
of only one computation path.
Quantum finite automata /KW 971 are considered to be the most elementary
model of quantum device. We shall denote this as QFA further in the paper.
Quantum pushdown automata were first defined in [MC 97]' however the au-
thors do not mention clear criteria to ensure unitarity in the sense of respective
definition. The definition in /MC 971 is not equivalent to that given in this paper.
The following notations will be used further in the paper:
z" is the complex conjugate of a complex number z.
U· is the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix U.
I is the identity matrix.
e is empty word.
Definition 1.1. Matrix U is called unitary. if UU- = U" u = 1.
If U is a finite matrix, then UU· = I iff U· U = J. However this is not true
for infinite matrices:
Example 1.1.
U=
hOOOO .
~oooo .
a 1000 .
o 0100 .
o 0010 .
Lemma 1.1. II infinite matrices A, B, C have finite number 01 nonzero ele-
ments in each row and column, then their muUiplication is associative: (AB)C =
A(BC).
Proof. The element of matrix (AB)C in i-th row and j-th column is k;.j =
00 00
L: L: Gtrbr.c.jo The element of matrix A(BG) in the same row and column
.=lr=l
00 00
is lij = L: L: O;rbr.c.j. A1; in the each row and column of matrices A, B, C
r=l.=l
there is a finite number of nonzero elements, it is also finite in the given series.
Therefore the elements of the series can be rearranged, and kij = lij. 0
As noted further in the paper infinite matrices with finite number of nonzero
elements in each row and column describe the work of pushdown automata. In
further theorems there are stated some properties of such matrices.
Lemma 1.2. II U·U = I, then the norm 01 any row in the matrix U does not
exceed 1.
Proof. Let us consider the matrix S = UU·. The element of this matrix Sij =
(rjlri), where r; is i-th row of the matrix U. Let us consider the matrix T = S2.
The diagonal element of this matrix is
00 00 00
t;i = LS;kSk; = L{rklri){r;lrk) =L l{rklri)12.
k=l k=l k=l
On the other hand, taking into account Theorem 1.1, we get that
00L l(rklriW = (rilri).
k=l
(1)
This implies that every element of series (1) does not exceed (r;lr;). Hence
l{rilr;)12 = {r;lri)2 ~ (r;lr;). The last inequality implies that 0 ~ (rilri) < 1.
Therefore h I s 1. 0
Lemma 1.3. Let us assume that U·U = I. Then the rows of the malrix U are
orthogonal iff every row of the matrix has norm 0 or 1.
Proof Let us assume that the rows of the matrix U are orthogonal. Let us
00
consider equation (1) from the proof of Theorem 1.2, i.e., L IhlriW = (r;[ri).
k=!
00
AI> the rows of the matrix U are orthogonal, L: I(Tklri)12 = I(TiITi)12. Hence
k=I
(TiITi}2 = (TiITi), i.e., {TiITi} = 0 or (TiITi) = 1. Therefore ITil = 0 or ITil = 1.
Let as assume that every row of the matrix has norm 0 or 1. Then {ri ITi)2 =
(TiITi) and in compliance with the equation (1), I: I(TklriW = O. This
kE~T\{i}
implies that Vk =1= i I{TkITi)/ = O.Bence the rows of the matrix are orthogonal.
o
Lemma 1.4. The matrix U is unitary iff U·U = [ and its TOWS ere normalized.
Proof. Let us assume that the matrix U is unitary. Then in compliance with De-
finition 1.1, U·U = [ and UU· = I, i.e, the rows of the matrix are orthonormal.
Let us assume that U·U = I and the rows of the matrix are normalized.
Then in compliance with Theorem 1.3 the rows of the matrix are orthogonal.
Bence UU· = [ and the matrix is unitary. 0
2 Quantum pushdown automata
Definition 2.1. A quantum pushdown automaton (QPA)
A = (Q, E, T, flo,Qa, Qn.5) is specified by a finite set of stotes Q, a finite input
alphabet E and a stack alphabet T, an initial state Qo E Q, sets Qa C Q, Qr C Q
of accepting and rejecting states, respectively, with Qan Qr = 0, and a transition
function
s .Q x r x L1 x Q X {l,---,} x zi" --> <C[O,II'
where r = E U {#, $} is the input tape alphabet of A and #, $ are end-markers
not in E, L1 = T u {Zo} is the working stack alphabet of A and Zo 1:. T is
the stack base symbol; U,---.}is the set of directions of input tape head. The
automaton must satisfy conditions of well-formedness, which will be expressed
below. Furthermore, the transition function is restricted to a following require-
ment:
If {)(q, o, {3,q',d,w} =1= 0, then
1. Iwl s 2;
2. if Iwl = 2, then WI = {3;
J. if {3= Zo, then w E ZoT·;
4· if (3 =1= Zo, then wET·.
Definition 2.1 utilizes that of classical pushdown automata from [Gu 891.
Well-formedness conditions 2.1.
1. Local probability condition.
V(qI,al,TI) E Q x T x,1
L lo(qI,al,TI,q,d,wW = 1.
(q,d,w)EQX {j , } x,6°
(2)
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
For all triples (ql,uI,TI) oF ('h,UI,T:l) in Q x r x ..1
L 6·(ql,UI, Tl,q,d,w)6(q:l,ul, 'T2,q,d,w) =0. (3)
(q,d.w)EQx U,-+) xL1"
3. Row vectors norm condition.
V(ql,Ul,U2,TI,T2) E Q x r2 x ..12
L 16(q,Ul,T,ql,-,wW+16(q,U2,T,qI,!,w)12=1. (4)
(q •.•.•w)EQxL1 x [e •.•.' •.•.l .•.')
4. Separability condition 1.
V(qI, UI, n), (q2. UII T2) E Q x r x ..1, VTJ E ..1
a) L O·(qllUI,Tllq,d,T)6(lJ2,Ul,T2,q,d,TJT) +
(q,d.r)EQx {1.-+) x L1
+ L 6·(ql,UI,Tl,q,d,£)o(lJ2,UI,T2,q,d,TJ) = 0; (5)
(q.d)EQx {1.-+)
b) L 6·(QI,uI,Tl,q,d,£)o(lJ2,UI,T2,q,d,T2TJ) = O. (6)
(q.d)EQx U.-+)
5. Separability condition II.
V(ql,UIITd, (q2,u2,T2) E Q x r x Ll
L 6·(ql,ul,TI,q, !,w)O(lJ2,U2,T2,q,-+,W) = O. (7)
(q.w)EQXL1"
6. Separability condition III.
V(ql,Ul,Td, (q2,U2,T2) E Q x r x ..1, VTJ E Ll, Vd1ld2 E {!,-+}, dl =J. d2
a) L O·(ql,Ul.Tl,q,d1,T)O(q2,CT2,T2,q,d2,TJT) +
(q,r)EQxL1
+ LO·(ql,ul,Tl,q,d1,£)o(lJ2,CT2,T2,Q,d2,TJ) =0; (8)
qEQ
b) LO·(ql,Ul,Tl,q,d1,£)O(q2,U2,T2,Q,d2,T2TJ) =0. (9)
qEQ
Let us assume that an automaton is in a state q, its input tape head is
above a symbol 0 and the stack head is above a symbol fJ. Then the automaton
undertakes following actions with an amplitude o(q,o,fJ,q',d,w):
1. goes into the state q';
2. if d = •_ " moves the input tape head one cell forwards;
3. takes out of the stack the symbol f3 (deletes it and moves the stack head one
cell backwards);
4. starting with the first empty cell, puts into the stack the string w, moving
the stack head Iwl cells forwards.
Definition 2.2. The configuration of a pusluloum automaton is a pair Ie} =
IViqjVk. WI}, where the automaton is in a state q; E Q, ViVk E #E·$ is a finite
word on the input tape, WI E ZoT· is a finite word on the stack tape, the input
tape head is above the first symbol of the word Vk and the stack head is above the
last symbol of the word WI.
We shall denote by C the set of all configurations of a pushdown automaton.
The set C is countably infinite. Every configuration Ie} denotes a basis vector
in the space HA = '2(C}, Therefore a global state of A in the space HA has a
form 11/1) = I: £lclc},where I: lacl2= 1 and ac E <r: denotes the amplitude of a
cEC cEC
configuration [c). If an automaton is in its global state (superposition) 11/1}, then
its further step is equivalent to the application of a linear operator (evolution)
UA over the space HA.
Definition 2.3. A linear operator UA is defined as follows:
UAI1/J} =L acUA/c}.
cEC
VAle} = L o(qj,a,T,q,d,w)lf(lc),d,q),w/w},
(q,d,w)EQx (l,-+}x LI·
where
Remark 2.1. Although a QPA evolution operator matrix is infinite, it has a finite
number of nonzero elements in each row and column, as it is possible to reach
only a finite number of other configurations from a given configuration within
one step, all the same, within one step the given configuration is reachable only
from a finite number of different configurations.
Lemma 2.1. The columns system o] a QPA evolution matrix is normalized iff
the condition (2), i.e., local probability condition, is satisfied.
Lemma 2.2. The columns system o] a QPA evolution matrix is orthogonal iff
the conditions (3,5,6,7,8,9), i.e., orthogonality of column vectors and separability
conditions, are satisfied.
Lemma 2.3. The rows system oJ a QPA evolution matrix is normalized iff the
condition (4), i.e., TOW vectors norm condition, is satisfied.
Theorem '2.1. Well-formedness conditions 2.1 are satisfied iff the evolution op-
eraior UA is unitary.
Proof. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 imply that Well-formedness conditions 2.1 are sat-
isfied iff the columns of the evolution matrix are orthonormal and rows are nor-
malized. In compliance with Theorem 1.4, columns are orthonormal and rows
are normalized iff the matrix is unitary. 0
Remark 2.2. Well-formed ness conditions 2.1 contain the requirement that rows
system has to be normalized, which is not necessary in the case of quantum
Thring machine [BV 97). Here is taken into account the fact that the evolution
of QPA can violate the unitarity requirement if the row vectors norm condition
is omitted.
Example 2.1. A QPA, which evolution matrix columns are orthonormal, however
the evolution is not unitary.
Q = {g}, E = {I}, T = {I}.
o(g, #, Zo, g, -, Zol) = 1, 6(q, #, l,q, -, 11) = 1,
o(q, 1, Zo, q, -, Zol) = 1, 6(q, 1,1, q, -, 11) = 1,
6(q, s, Zo, s, -, Zol) = I, 6(q,s, I, q, -,11) = I,
other values of arguments yield 0 = O.
By Well-formedness conditions 2.1, the columns of the evolution matrix are
orthonormal, but the matrix is not unitary, because the norm of the rows spec-
ified by the configurations Iw, Zo) is O.
Even in a case of trivial QPA, it is a cumbersome task to check all the
conditions of well-formedness 2.1. It is possible to relax the conditions slightly
by introducing a notion of simplified QPA.
Definition 2.4. We shall say that a QPA is simplified, if there exists a func-
tion D : Q ---t H,-}, and 6(ql,O'",q,d,w) = 0, if D(q) f:- d. Therefore the
transition function of a simplified QPA is
CP(ql,O',T,q,W) = 6(qltO',T,Q,D(q),w).
Taking into account Definition 2.4, following well-formedness conditions cor-
respond to simplified QPA:
Well-formedness conditions 2.2.
1. Local probability condition.
V(ql,O'ltTI) E Q x F x .1
L ICP(ql,ol,TI,q,WW = 1.
(q,w)EQx.1·
(10)
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
For all triples (q1>Ul,7"l) I- (lh,Ul,7"2) in Q x r x L1
L f,O*(ql'Ul' 7"},q,W)rp(q2' ai, 7"2, q,w) = O. (11)
(q,w)EQx~o
3. Row vectors norm condition.
V(qx, O"x,7"}, 7"2) E Q x r x L12
L Irp(q,Ul,7",ql,WW = 1.
(q,T".w)EQx~x {O:.T"2,T"1T"2}
(12)
4. Separability condition.
V(qItUX,7"l), (I12,UX,7"2) E Q x r x L1, V7"J E L1
a) L rp·(qx,U}, 7"},q, 7")rp(q2' al, 7"2,q, 7"J7")+
(q.T")EQx~
+ Lrp*(qItUX,7"l,q,£)rp(q2' Ul, 7"2,q,7"J) = 0; (13)
qEQ
b) Lrp·(qX,UX,7"l,q,£)rp(q2' UI.7"2, Q,7"27"J) =0. (14)
qEQ
Theorem 2.2. The evolution of a simplified QPA is unitary iff Well-fonnedness
conditions 2.2 are satisfied.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Definition 2.4. o
3 Language recognition
Language recognition for QPA is defined as follows. For a QPA
A = (Q, E, T, qo, Qa, Qr, 0) we define c; = {Iv;qVk ,WI) E C I q E Qa}, c,
{lv;qvk,WI) E C I q E Qr}, c; = C \ (Ca U Cr). e;e; En are subspaces of HA
spanned by Ca.Cr, Cn respectively. We use the observable 0 that corresponds
to the orthogonal decomposition HA = Ea ffi E; ffi En. The outcome of each
observation is either "accept" or "reject" or "non-halting" .
The language recognition is now defined as follows: For an x E EO we consider
as an input #x$, and assume that the computation starts with A being in the
configuration IQo#x$, Zo). Each computation step consists of two parts. At first
the linear operator UA is applied to the current global state and then the resulting
superposition is observed using the observable (') as defined above. If the global
state before the observation is L QclC). then the probability that the resulting
cEC
superposition is projected onto the subspace Ei, i E {a, r, n}, is L IQcI2. The
cEC,
computation continues until the result of an observation is "accept" or "reject".
Definition 3.1. We shall say that an automaton is a detenninistic reversible
pushdoum automaton (RPA), ilit is a simple QPA with !p(ql,a,.,q,w) E {0,1}.
Needless to say, if any language is recognized by a RPA, it is recognized with
probability equal to 1.
First, let us consider a language £1 = (0, Itl, for which we know that it is
not recognizable by QFA [KW 971.
Lemma 3.1. Language L1 is recognizable by a RPA.
Proof Let US consider a deterministic automaton with two states (jo, ql and the
following transitions: lS"(qO'0) = fJo, o(qO' 1) = ql, o(ql'O) = (jo, O(ql' 1) = ql.
It is possible to transform this automaton to a RPA, which satisfies the corre-
sponding well-formedness conditions:
Q = {qO,ql,q2,q3,q4,qS}, Qa.= {qs}, o, = {q4}, E = {O.I}, T = {O,I}.
The states qo, ql have the same semantics as in the deterministic prototype, the
only difference is in case input tape symbols 0 or 1 is read, when each transition
starting in the state qo, automaton pushes 0 into stack, whereas in the state
ql pushes 1. After reaching the endmarking symbol $, depending on its current
state, the automaton goes to the state qs or q6.
Finally, we have to add two more states 'l2, q3 to our RPA, to ensure its unitarity.
Values of the transition function follow:
V, E L1Vq E Q Va E E;
!p(q, #, I, q, I) = 1,
«p(fJo,0,., qo, TO) = 1,
«p(fJo,I",ql'TO) = 1,
«p(fJo,$, I, q4") = 1,
«p(q2' Ijl,qo,') = 1,
«p(q2,$,I,q2,') = I,
«p(q4'U,', q4,') = I,
«p(q2,0. Z, I/O, Z) = 1,
«p('l2,0,0, 'l2,E) = 1,
«p(q3,I,O,Il2,E) = 1,
«P(q4'$, I, qO,') = I,
«p(ql,O,I,qo,.I) = I, D(qo) =-+,
«p(ql' 1,.,ql, .1) = I, D(qd =-+,
«p(ql, $,., qS,') = 1, D(q2) =1.
«p(q3.0, •• ql,') = I, D(q3) =1.
«p(q3,$,.,q3,') = I, D(q4) =1.
«p(qs.a,'lqs,') = I, D(qs) =1.
«p(q3' I, Z, ql, Z) = I. D(q6) =1.
«p(q2,O.I,q3,E) = I,
«p(q3' 1, l.q3,E) = I,
«p(qSI$,.,ql,') = 1,
other values of arguments yield IS" = 0.
Let us note that states q2, ~ are not reachable from the initial state flo, however
they are necessary to make the automaton unitary. 0
Lemma 3.2. Language ~ = a"'b"' is recognizable by a RPA.
Proof- Proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1. o
It seems that the same technique as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 can be used
to construct reversible pushdown automata for every regular language by use
of deterministic finite automata as a prototype. The number of states of corre-
sponding RPA would be twice as much as in deterministic finite automaton.
Let us consider a language which is not regular, namely,
where Iwli denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol i in the word w.
Lemma 3.3. Language 1rJ is recognizable by a RPA.
Proof. Our RPA has four states qo, ql, fJ2, q3, where q2 is an accepting state,
whereas q3 - rejecting one. Stack alphabet T consists of two symbols 1,2. Stack
filled with 1's means that the processed part of the word w has more occurrences
of a's than b's, whereas 2's means that there are more b's than a's. Furthermore,
length of the stack word is equal to the difference of number of a's and b's.
Empty stack denotes that the number of a's and b's is equal.
Values of the transition function follow:
Vq E Q 'Vr E Ll;
lp(q,#,T,q,r) = 1, lp(qo,a,Z,Ilo,ZI) = I, D(qo) =-+,
lp(qO' b, Z, qo, Z2) = I, lp(qO' s, Z, fJ2, ZI) = 1, D(ql) =!,
lp(qO' a, I, qo,ll) = I, lp(qO' b,l, qI, E) = 1, D(q2) =!,
lp(qO' $, l,q3,1) = 1, lp(qo,a,2,ql,E) = 1, D(q3) =!,
1p(IJo, b, 2, qo, 22) = I, lp(qO, s, 2,1/3, 2) = I, Ip(ql' a, z,«, Z) = I,
lp(qI, b, Z, qo, Z) = I, lp(qI, s, 'T,qlt r) = 1, Ip(ql' a, I, q3, 12) = 1,
Ip(ql,b, l,qo,1) = 1, lp(ql,a,2,qo,2) = 1, lp(ql,b,2,q3, 21) = 1,
lp(q2' a, Z, q3, Z2) = I, cp(q2' b, Z, q3, ZI) = I, cp(fJ2, s, Z, qo, Z) = 1,
cp(q2,a, l,q2,E) = 1, cp(q2,b,I,qo,12) = I, cp(fJ2,$,I,Ilo, 1) = 1,
cp(q2' a, 2, qo,21) = 1, CP(q2' b, 2, fJ2, E) = 1, cp(Q2, $,2, qo, 2) = 1,
Va E {a,b,$} lp(q3,a,Z,q3,Z) = 1,
cp(q3, a, 1, q3, 1) = 1, CP(q3' b, 1, q3,l1) = 1, cp(q3' $,1, q2, 1) = 1,
cp(q3' a, 2, q3, 22) = 1, cp(q3' b, 2, q3, 2) = I, cp(I/3, $, 2, Q2, 2) = I,
other values of arguments yield o.
o
It is doubtful whether language £3 can be recognized with probability 1 by
QPA with stack alphabet T containing only one symbol, i.e, by quantum finite
one counter automata [Kr 99].
Let us consider language which is not recognizable by any deterministic push-
down automaton:
Theorem 3.1. Language £4. = {w E (a,b, c)·1 Iwla = Iwlb = Iwlcl is recogniz-
able by a QPA with probability ~.
Proof Sketch of proof. The automaton takes three equiprobable actions, during
the first action it compares Iwla to Iwlb, whereas during the second action Iwlb to
Iwlc is compared. Input word is rejected if the third action is chosen. Acceptance
probability totals ~.
o
Theorem 3.2. Language Ls = {w E (a,b,c)·llwla = Iwlb zor Iwla = Iwlc} is
recognizable by a QPA with probability ~.
Proof. Sketch of proof. The automaton starts the following actions with the
following amplitudes:
a) with an amplitude ft compares Iwla to Iwlb.
b) with an amplitude -fi compares lwla to Iwlc-
c) with an amplitude fi accepts the input. If exactly one comparison gives
positive answer, input is accepted with probability ~. If both comparisons gives
positive answer, amplitudes, which are chosen to be opposite, annihilate and the
input is accepted with probability ~.
o
Language £5 cannot be recognized by deterministic pushdown automata. It
even seems that this language is not recognizable by probabilistic pushdown
automata either. In this case this result would be similar to that of IAFGK 99J,
where the properties of quantum finite multitape automata are considered.
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Abstract. Quantum finite automata were introduced by C. Moore, J. P.
Crutchfidd [4],and by A. Kondacs and J. Watrous [3].This notion is not
a generalization of the deterministic finite automata. Moreover, in [3] it
was proved that not all regular languages can be recognised by quantum
finite automata. A. Ambainis and R. Freivalds [1]proved that for some
languages quantum finite automata may be exponentially more concise
rather than both deterministic and probabilistic finite automata. In this
paper we introduce the notion of quantum finite multi tape automata and
prove that there is a language recognised by a quantum finite automaton
but not by deterministic or probabilistic finite automata. This is the first
result on a problem which can be solved by a quantum computer but not
by a deterministic or probabilistic computer. Additionally we discover
unexpected probabilistic automata recognizing complicated languages.
1 Introduction
The basic model, i.e., quantum finite automata (QFA), were introduced twice.
First this was done by C. Moore and J .P.Crutchfield [4]. Later in a different
and non-equivalent way these automata were introduced by A. Kondacs and J.
Watrous [3].
The first definition just mimics the definition of I-way finite probabilistic
only substituting stochastic matrices by unita.ry ones. To define quantum finite
multitape automata we generalize a more elaborated definition [3].
We are using these notations in the following definition:
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z· is the complex conjugate of a complex number z,
M ="0/ {l,2, ... ,m}.
The I::-th component of an arbitrary vector. will be defined IJ.:I 61•
We shall undetstand by I an arbitrary element from the set P(M) \ {0}.
{
{L -+}. if i ¢ I
RI =4.t/ Ai X A~ X ••• X Am, where At = {"nothing"}, if i E I.
. {H,-+}, ifiEJ
Tr =d.j B1 X B~ X ••• X Bm• where B, = {"nothing"}, if i ¢ I.
The function R; X 7i ~ {l,-+}In is defined as follows:
dr(r, t) =tlt/ (d}(r, t). cIJ(r, t), ...• dj( r, t», where d}( T, t) = {tr;' ~ff~rt II
,t t E .
Definition 1. A quantum finite rnultitape sutornaton (QFMA)
A = (Q; E; 15; qo;Qa.;Qr) is specified by the finite input alphabet E, the finite
set of states Q. the initial state qo E Q, the Bets Q" C Q, Qr C Q of accepting
and rejecting states, respectively, with Q", n Qr := 0, and the transition function
6 : Q x r: x Q x {L -4}m ---0 0::[0,1],
where m is the number of input tapes, r = E U {#, $} is the tape alphabet of
A and #,$ are end-markers not in E, which satisfies the following conditions (of
well-formedness):
1. Local probability condition
V(ql'U) E Q x r: L It5(ql' CT, q, dW:= 1-
(f,d')EQx{1.-}-
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
Vq1JQ2 E Q,91¢QJ,VuErm L: o'(ql,CT,q,d)6(q2,CT,Q,d) = 0.
(f,d)EQxU,-)-
3. Separability condition.
VUI. U2 E rr, where Vi ~ I CTi -= CT~
Vt1, tJ E TI, where Vj E I t{ i- t{
L 6"(91oUl,q,dl(r,tl))6(Q2,CTJ,q,dI(r,tJ)):= o.
(f,r)EQxR,
States from Qa.UQr arc: callc:d halting states and states from Qnun :::.Q\(Q"UQr)
are called non-halting states.
To process an input word vector z E (E")hl by A it is assumed that the
input is written on every tape k with the end-markers in the form w; = #xi$
and that every such II. tape, of length Ixi 1+ 2, is circular, i. e., the symbol to the
right of $ is #.
For the fixed input word vector z we can define n E INrn to be an integer
vector which determines the length of input word on every tape. So for every n
we can define Cn to be the set of all possible configurations of A where Ix'i = n'.
rn
ICnl = IQI n(n' + 2). Every such a configuration is uniquely determined by a
i=1
pair Iq,,,), where q E Q and 0 ~ i ~Iz'l + 1 specifies the position of head on
the i-th tape.
Every computation of A on an input z, Ix'i = n', is specified by a unitary
evolution in the Hilbert space HA,n = ':l(Cn). Each configuration c E Cn corre-
sponds to the basis vector in HA,n. Therefore a global atate of A in the space
HA,n has a form L oclc), where L locl:l = 1. If the input word vector is
cEC. cEC"
x and the automaton A is in its global state 11/1)= L oclc), then its further
cEC.
atep is equivalent to the application of a linear operator U~ over Hilbert space
':l(Cn).
Definition2. The linear operator U! is defined as follows:
U:11/I) = L ocU~lc).
cEC.
If a configuration c = Iq', 5), then
U:lc) = L cS(q',u(s),q,d)lq,7"(",d)),
("d)EQx{l,--}'"
where u( 5) = (u1 (,,), •.. , urn (5)), u' (s) specifies the "'-th symbol on the i-th
tape, and 7"(", d) = (7"I(",d), ... ,7"rn(",d)),
'( d) _ { (~i + 1) .mod (ni + 2), if d' ='-.'
7" S, - '·f..JI -'1'
" ,l U - •
Lemma 3. The well-formedness conditions are satisfied iff for any input z the
mapping U! is unitary.
Language recognition for QFMA is defined as follows. For each input z with
the corresponding vector n, ni = Ix'l. and a QFMA A = (Qi Ej 6; qo; Q••iQr)
we define C~ = {(q,s)\(q,,,) E Cn,q E Q••}, c;. = {(q,"ll(q,,,) E Cn,q E Qr},c::on = c; \ (C~ U C;;). E••, E., Enan are the subspaces of 1:l(Cn) spanned by
C~,C;;, c::an respectively. We use the observable 0 that corresponds to the
orthogonal decomposition 11(Cn) = E •• ffi E; ffi En",,' The outcome of each ob-
servation is either "accept" or "reject" or "non-halting".
The language recognition is now defined as follows: For an x E (Eo)m we
consider as the input w., 1 w~ = #xt $, and assume that the ,computation starts
with A being in the configuration Iqo, {o}rn). Each computation step consists
of two parts. At first the linear operator »: is applied to the current global
state and then the resulting superposition, i.e., global state, is observed using
the observable 0 as defined above. If the global state before the observation
IS E aelc), then the probability that the subspace Ei, i E {a,r,non}, will be
eeo.
chosen is E 10.,12. The computation continues until the result of an observation
eeo~
is "accept" or "reject".
Definition4. A QFMA A = (QjL'j6jqo;Q ••jQr) is simple if for each a E T":
there is a linear unitary operator YO' over the inner-product space '2(Q) and a
function D : Q --+ {L -+}m t such that
Vq E Q Va E r: 6(q a q d) = {(q!VO'lql), .if D(q) = d
I 10 , , 0, otherwise.
Lemma 5. If the automaton A is ,imple, then conditio713 of well-formedne.u are
latisfied iff for every a YO' is unitary.
We shall deal only with simple multi tape automata further in the paper.
2 Quantum vs. probabilistic automata
Definition 6. We shall say that an automaton is deterministic reversible finite
multitape automaton (RFMA), ifit is a simple QFMA with 6(qll 0", q, d) E {O, I}.
Definition 7. We say that a language L is [m, n)-deterministically recognizable
if there are n deterministic automata AI, A2, An such that:
a) if the input is in the language L, then all n automata AI, ... , An accept the
input;
b) if the input is not in the language L, then at most m of the automata AI,
... , An accept the input.
Definition 8. We say that a language L is [m, n]-reversibly recognizable if there
are n deterministic reversible automata AI, A2, An such that:
a) if the input is in the language L, then all n automata AlJ ... , An accept the
input;
b) if the input is not in the language L, then at most m of the automata AI,
... , An accept the input.
Lemma 9. If a language L is [I, n]-deterministically recognizable by 2-tape finite
automata, then L i.s recognizable by a probabilijtic 2-tape finite automaton with
probability n~l.
Proof. The probabilistic automaton starts by choosing a random integer 1 ~
r ~ (n + 1). After that, if r ~ n, then the automaton goes on simulating the
deterministic automaton Ar, and, if r = n + I, then the automaton rejects the
input. The inputs in L are accepted with probability n~l' and the inputs not in
the language are rejected with a probability no less than n~ 1. 0
Lemma 10. If a language L is [I, n]-reller,ibly recognizable by £-tape finite au-
toma.tA, then L is recognizAble by A quantum £-tApe finite AutomAton with prob-
Ability n~1 •
Proof. In essence the algorithm is the same as in Lemma 9. The automaton
starts by taking n + 1 different actions with amplitudes J:+1' (It is possible
to construct a unitary matrix to make such a choice feasible.] After that the
automaton simultaneously goes on simulating all the deterministic reversible
automata Ar, 1 ~ r ~ (n+ I), where the automaton An+! rejects an input. The
simulation of each deterministic reversible automaton uses its own accepting and
rejecting states. (Hence the probabilities are totaled, not the amplitudes.) 0
First. we discuss the following 2-tape language
where the words :1:1, :1:2,yare unary.
Lemm~ 11. (Proved by R. FreivAldJ [2]') For arbitrary natural n, the language
L1 is [I. n]-deterministically recognizable.
Lemma 12. For Arbitrary nAtUrAl n, the langUAge L1 is [I. n]-reverlibly recog-
nizable.
Proof. By Lemma 11. the language L1 is [I, n]-deterministically recognizable.
However it is easy enough to make the construction of the automata A1, ••• , An
in the following manner:
a) every automaton is reversible;
b) if a word pair is in the language L1, then every automaton consumes the same
number of steps to accept the word pair.
The last requirement will be essential further in the paper.
If at least the first requirement is met, then the language is [1, n]-reversibly
recognizable. 0
Theorem 13. The lAnguage L1 CAn be recognized with arbitrAry probability 1- t:
by a probabili.stic £-tape finite automaton but this language cannot be recognized
by a determini.stic 2-tape finite automaton.
Theorem 14. The language L1 can be recognized with arbitrary probability 1- t:
by a quantum £-tape finite automaton.
Proof. By Lemmas 10 and 12. o
In an attempt to construct a 2-tape language recognizable by a quantum 2-tape
finite automaton but not by probabilistic 2-tape finite automata we consider a
similar language
L2 = H:l:1 V:l:2 V:l:3, y)1I thereareezaetly211alue.sof Zl, Z2, z3.suchthattheyequal y},
where the words :1:1, Z2, :1:3, yare unary.
Tbeorem15. A quantum automaton ezisis which recoqnise» the language L~
with C1probability :6 - c for arbitrary p08itive L
Proof. This automaton takes the following actions with the following amplitudes:
a) il .1 - compares Xl = X2 = '!I,
b) 3: .(cos 2; + isin ~) - compares X2 = XJ = y,
c) t·(cos ~."+ isin ~.,,) - compares Xl = XJ = y,
d) "J!f - says "accept".
By Theorem 14 comparison in actions a), b), c) can be accomplished. By con-
struction in Lemma 10 the comparison in each action a), b), c) is implemented
by starting n + 1 different branches. Therefore in any action i), i E {a, 6, c}, if a
comparison is successful, the automaton will come respectively into non-halting
states q••,1t .", ., q•••n, q',l, ... , q',n, qc.1t,·., qc,n, reaching the symbol pair (5, $)
on the tapes. The transition (S, $) for every k = 1, ... , n is as follows:
qa.,l: q6,l: qc,l:
1 1 1
qa.l,l ~ ~ ~
qr.l: ~ ~(cos~"'+isin";) ~(cos2J"'+isin2J")
1 1 ( 2." ., 2.•.) 1 ( •.•. + ., .")q••2,l ~ ~ cosT +\510 3" ~ cOST ulOT
Here qa.l,l:, qa.2.1are accepting states and qr,l are rejecting states. If y equals all
3 words Xl, X2, :l:J, then it is possible to ensure that it takes the same time to
reach the end-marking symbol pair in every action on "every branch. Therefore
the input is accepted with probability 176 + f (since the amplitudes of the actions
a), b), c) total to 0). If '!I equals 2 out of 3 words Xl, :1:2,x3, then the input is
accepted with probability :6 -l. If y equals at most one of the words :1:11X~,ZJ,
then the input is accepted with probability ts + e (only if the action d) is taken).
o
Unfortunately, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 16. A probabilutic automaton ezisis which recognizes the language L~
with a probability ~~.
Proof, The probabilistic automaton with probability ~ takes an action A or B:
A) Choose a random j and compare Zj = y. If yes, accept with probability ~~.
If no, accept with probability io'
B) Choose a random pair i, k and compare ~j = :Z:l:= y. If yes, reject. If DO,
accept with probability ~~.
If y equals all 3 words :Z:1o~~,:Z:Jand the action A is taken, then the input is
accepted with relative probability ¥O. If y equals all 3 words :Z:I,X2, XJ and the
action A is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability O. This
gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals all 3 words Xli :z:~,X3, to
be ~~ and the probability of the correct result "no" to be ~~.
If y equals 2 words out of Xl, X~, XJ and the action A is taken, then the input
is accepted with relative probability ¥O. If y equals 2 words out of Xl, X~, :Z:3
and the action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability:0' This gives the acceptance probability in the case if '11equals 2 words out of
%1,%2,%3, to be ;~.
If '11equals only 1 word out of %1,:1:2,%3and the action A is taken, then the
input is accepted with relative probability 2~' If Y equals only 1 word out of
%1,:1:2,:1:3and the action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative
probability ~~. This gives the acceptance probability in the case if y equals only
1 word out of :1:1,:1:2,:1:3,to be ~~ and the probability of the correct result "no"
to be ~~.
If '11equals no word of :1:1,:1:2,%3and the action A is taken, then the input is
accepted with relative probability io' If '11equals no word of :1:1,:1:2,%3 and the
action B is taken, then the input is accepted with relative probability ~~. This
gives the acceptance probability in the case if Y equals no word of :1:1,Z2, :1:3,to
be ~~ and the probability of the correct result "no" to be ~b' 0
Now we consider a modification of the language L2 which might be more difficult
for a probabilistic recognition:
L3 = {(:l:IV:l:2Vz3,YIVY2Jllthere is exactly one value Ie
such that there are exactly two values j such that Zj = Yk.}
Theorem 17. A qUllntum finite 2-tape automaton ezist» which recoqnises the
langu.lIge L3 with 4 pro611bility ~~ - e for arbitrary pOJitive f.
However this language also can be recognized by a probabilistic 2-tape finite
automaton.
Theorem lB. A probabilutic finite 2.tape automaton ezists which recognizes the
langullge L3 with II probllbility ~~ - e for arbitrary positive f.
Proof. The probabilistic automaton with probability 265 takes action A or B or
C or with probability is takes action D:
A) Choose a random k and two values of j. Then compare Zj = '111:.If yes,
accept. If DO, reject.
B) Chose a random Ie and compare :1:1= %2= Z3 = '111:.If yes, reject. If DO,
accept. C) Choose two values j and m. Then compare Zj = Xm = '111= '112. If
yes, reject. If DO, accept.
D) Says "reject".
Notice that the actions A, B, C are probabilistic, and they can be performed
only with probability 1 - e (actions A and B are described in the proof of
Theorem 13 and action C is similar).
The acceptance probabilities equal:
A B C total
no '111:equals 2 or 3 Xj 0 1 1 112s
one Yk equals 2 »s 1 1 1 13Ii 2s
one '111equals 3 Xj 1 .! 1 11j 2 2s
two YI:equal 2 Xj 1 1 ~ 123" 2s
allYl: equal all Xj 1 0 0 62s
o
Finally we consider a modification of the languages above which recognition
indeed is impossible by probabilistic automata:
L. = HZl VZ2, y)lIthere is exactly one value j such that Zj = y.}
where the words Zl, Z:z,Yare binary.
Theorem 19. A quantum finite 2-tape automaton ezut.f which recognize" the
language L4 with a probability ~_
Proof. The automaton has two accepting q"l, q,,2 and three rejecting states
qrl, qr2, qr3 and starts the following actions by reading the pair (#, #) with
the following amplitudes:
a) with an amplitude Ii compares Zl to '!I,
b) with an amplitude -If compares Z2 to '!I,
c) with an amplitude Ii, immediately goes to the state q"l-
Actions a) and b) use different non-halting states to process the word pair. All
these actions the automaton processes simultaneously. In actions a) and b), if
no (not equal), it goes accordingly to the states qr 1 or qr2, if yes, then reaches
correspondent non-halting states qa or qp, while the symbol pair on the tapes is
(5, $). The transition for (S, $) and states qa, qfJ, q,,2, qr3 is as follows:
9a qp
1 1
q<l2 ~ ~
1 1
qr3 ~ -"J2
If all the words are equal, it is possible to ensure that it takes the same time
to reach the end-markers on both tapes, therefore the automaton reaches the
superposition ~Iqa, s, t) - ftlqfJl s, t), where" and t specify the place of $ on
each tape, and the input is accepted with probability ~. (Since the amplitudes
of the actions a) and b) equal to 0.) If one of the words Xi equals '11,then the
input is accepted with probability ~. If none of the words Xi equals '111 then
the input is accepted with probability ~. 0
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Abstract. A language L(ft) of n-tuples of words which is recognised by
II. n-tape rational finite-probabilistic automaton with probability I-t:. for
a.rbitrary t: > 0, is called quasideterministic. It is proved in [Fr 81]. that
each rational stochastic language is a projection of a quasideterministic
language L(n) of n-tuples of words. Had projections of quasidetermiais-
tic languages on one tape always been rational stochastic languages, we
would have a good characterisation of the class of the rational stochas-
tic languages. However the opposite is proved in [BFLL98]. A two-tape
quuideterministic language exists, the projection of which on the first
tape is a nonstochastic language. We prove in this paper that the pro-
jection in [BFLL98] cannot be recognized by quantum automata (even
with unbounded error) either. This raises a question of a complete coun-
terpart of the results in [BFLL98] where one substitutes "quantum" for
• probabilistic" .
1 Introduction
Let N denote the aet of all natural numbers. Let n EN. By a" we denote a
string consisting of n symbols a; If E is a set. then ~ stands for the set of all the
n-elernent strings over the alphabet E. A finite probabilistic automaton (FPA)
is a system w = (E. 5, lID, Mx, F), where E = {U1' U2,· .. , u.} is a finite input
alphabet, S = {SllS2"",Sm} is a finite set of states, lIo = (P1,P2'''',Pm)
is a stochastic vector (the initial distribution of the probabilities of the states;
Pl + P2 + ... + Pm = 1), Mx is a system of stochastic m x m-matrices M"I'
M" ••... , M". (the matrices of the probabilities for the transition from one state
to another under the influence of the corresponding input symbol), and F C 5 is
a set of accepting states. Let '7F = ('71, '72, .. " Tlm)T be a column matrix defined
by '7j = 1 if Sj E F and TJj = 0 otherwise.
We say that a language L over the alphabet E is acceptable with cut-point
'Y (0 ~ 'Y < 1) by an automaton w if the words 2:12:2 ... 2:n in L are exactly
the strings for which lIoM" IMz:, ... Mz:••TJF > 'Y. In other words, we represent
a language L in FPA ta with cut-point 'Y. For an arbitrary word z of L, if w
.•..•..•Research supported by Grant No.96.0282 from the Latvian Council of Science
starts to work on z in a random state $j distributed according to IIo then it
stops in an accepting state with probability strictly larger than 'Y.A language L
is called ltocJuutic if it can be represented in some FPA with BOrne cut-point
'Y (0 $ 'Y< 1). A FPA is called Ntional if all the components of its initial proba-
bility distribution and all elements its transition probability matrices are rational
numbers. A language L is called Ntional ltochl1Jtic if it can be represented in a
rational FPA with a rational cut-point.
A FPA is called a finite determinutic automaton (FDA) if all the components
of its initial distribution and all elements of its transition probability matrices
are numbers from the set {O, I}. A language L represented in a FDA is called
regula.r.
We will consider in detail the case when a language L is represented in a FPA
with cut-point 'Y ~ l and so that IIoM""M"" .,. M",.f}F $ 1- 'Yfor aU strings
Zl:Z::l' .• Zn not in L. In this case we say that the FPA recognizeJ the language L
with probability 'Y.
Rabin and Scott [RS 59] introduced the concept of a multi-tape FDA, that
is, a FDA that processes not words but tuples of words. Such an automaton has
n tapes, over each of which a separate head can move in one direction, at most
one unit at a time. Input words are written on tapes and every head observes
a letter on the tape directly under it. It is presumed that the automaton can
recognize the end of a word. This is provided by including in the alphabet E a
special symbol # which is put on every tape immediately after an input word.
So, the automaton is used to recognize sets of words in the alphabet E \ {#}.
It is assumed that when some head reaches a symbol #, further movement of
this head becomes impossible. The work of the automaton ends when all the
heads have observed the symbol #. We shall consider that the automaton has
accepted the given n-tuple of words, if at this moment the automaton transits
to an accepting state; otherwise, we consider the automaton to have rejected the
input.
To formalise the definitions, let n E N, denote by Wen) the set of all the
subsets of the set {I, 2, ... , n}, and let Urn denote the set of all m-dimensional
stochastic vectors.
A determini.stic n-tape finite automaton (n-FDA) is then a system
w = (E, 5, $1,6, >., F)
where E = {UlI U:l,"" u.} is a finite input alphabet containing the symbol #,
5 = {JlI $:l, ... , Jrn} is a finite set of states with a singled out subset F C S
of accepting states and an initial state Jl E S, 6 : 5 x E" -+ 5 is a transition
function from one state to another, and>. : 5 x E" -+ W(n) is a head movement
function satisfying i 'I. >'(Jj, ZI, ... , zn) if Zi = #, i = I, ... , n, i = 1, ... , m.
A probabilistic n-tape finite automaton (n-FPA) is a system
w = (E, 5, tt.; 6, >., F)
with E,5,F defined as above, and where Ilo = (Pl,P:l,· .. ,Prn) E Urn is an
initial probability distribution of states, 6 : S x E" -+ Urn is a state transition
probability function, and >. : S x E" ---. U•• is a head movement function
prescribing probabilities of subset! of tapes (points in Wen)) whereby subsets
containing a tape in state # receive probability zero.
Let '11= ('Ill, '11.,.•. ,Yn) be an-tuple ofstrings over E\{#}. Denote by p..,(y)
the probability that n-FPA w operates on y with initial distribution of the states
IIo and stops operation in a state from the set F. We shall say that n-FPA w
recognize$ a language L = L(n) ofn-tuples of words over E\{#} with probability
'Y (i $ 'Y < I), iffor any n-tuple '11of strings over E\ {#}, we have P..,(y) > 'Y if
'11E L while P..,(y) $ 1 - 'Y if'll rt. L.
It was proved in [Fr 78] that there exists a language of pairs of words which
cannot be recognized by any 2-tape FDA and cannot even be accepted by any
2-tape FNAj this language can however be recognized by a 2-tape FPA with
probability 1 - c for arbitrary, > O. It was proved in [Fr 91] that the class
of languages that can be recognised by 2-tape FPA with probability 1 - c for
arbitrary, > 0 is rather complex: in this class the emptiness problem is not de-
cidable. In the present paper we characterize the complexity ofthis class in terms
of projection languages. Here, the projection onto the first tape of a language
L = L(n) of n-tuples of words p = (YlI Y., ... , 'lin) is defined as the language
consisting of the words '1/1 as 'II ranges over L.
We call a language L of n-tuples of word qUl1$ideterminutic if for arbitrary
e > 0 there exists an n-FPA which recognizes L with probability 1 - e.
We consider I-way quantum finite automata (QFA) as defined in [KW 97].
Namely, I-way QFA is a tuple M = (Q,E,6,qo,QGcc,Q •• j) where Q is a finite
set of states, E is an input alphabet, 6 is a transition function, 90 E Q is a
starting state and Q Gce C Q and QHj C Q are sets of accepting and rejecting
states. The states in QGce and Q •• i are called halting date$and the states in
Qnon = Q-(QGceuQ r ej) are called non-halting states. # and S are symbols that
do not belong to E. We use # and S as left and right endmarker, respectively.
The working alphabet of M is r = E U {#, S}.
A superposition of M is any element of 1.(Q) (the space of mappings from Q
to <I:). For q E Q. 19) denote the unit vector with value 1 at 9 and 0 elsewhere.
All elements of h(Q) can be expressed as linear combinations of vectors 19). We
shall use ,p to denote elements of h(Q).
The transition function 6 maps Q x T x Q to <I:.The value 6(91, a, 9.) is an
amplitude of 19.) in the superposition of states to which M goes from 191) after
reading a. For a E r, Va. is a linear transformation on 1.(Q) such that
VG(191)) = L 6(91, a, 9.)19.).
"EQ
We require all VG to be unitary.
The computation of a QFA starts in the superposition 190). Then transfor-
mations corresponding to the left endmarker #, the letters of the input word z
and the right end marker S are applied. A transformation corresponding to a E r
consists of two steps.
1. First, V" is applied. The new superposition 1/J' is V,,(,p) where ,p is the su-
perposition
2. Then, ..p' is observed with respect to the observable E" •• ff) Er6j ff) En"" where
E" ee = span{lq) : q E Q" ••}, Er6j = 8pan{lq) : q E Qr6j}, En"" = 8pan{lq) :
q E Qn",,}' This observation gives z E E, with probability equal to the
amplitude of the projection of p8i'. After that, the superposition collapses
to this projection.
If we get ,p' E E" •• , the input is accepted. If,p' E Er6j, the input is rejected.
If,p' E En"", the next transformation is applied.
We regard these two transformations as reading a letter a. V: is the transforma-
tion that maps 1/J to the non-halting part of V,,(1/J). V: = Pn"" V" where Pn",,(1/J)
is a linear transformation which leaves all non-halting components of the con-
figuration ,punchanged and maps all accepting and rejecting components to O.
If z is a word consisting of letters al ... al:, then V", denotes V" •... V"' and V;
denotes V: •... V""
For a word z , ,p", is the non-halting part of the QFA's configuration after
reading :z:. It is easy to see that, for any word :z: and letter a, ,p:z:CI= V:(,p",).
For a precise definition of multi-tape quantum finite automata we refer
[ABFGK99]. However we repeat the most essential part of this definition here
below.
M =d_/ {l,2, ... ,rn}.
{
H,-t}, if if/:. I
R] =d_/ Al x A2 X ••• x Am, where A, = {"nothing"}, if i E I.
{
H,-t}, if i E I
T] =d_/ B1 x B2 X ••• x Bm, where B, = {"nothing"}, if if/:. I.
The function R;. x 1i ~ {L -t}m is defined as follows:
dr(r, t) =d_/ (dHr, t), d~(r, t), ... , dj(r, t)), where ~(r, t) = {r> ~ff ~ f/. II
t ,I IE.
Definition 1. A quantum finite multi-tape automaton (QFMA)
A = (Q; E; 6; qo; Q,,; Qr) is specified by the finite input alphabet E, the finite
set of states Q, the initial state qo E Q, the sets Q" c Q, Q. c Q of accepting
and rejecting states, respectively, with Q" n Qr = 0, and the transition function
6: Q x r: x Q x H, -t}m ---+ ([:[0,1],
where m is the number of input tapes, r = E u {#, S} is the tape alphabet of
A and #,$ are end-markers not in E, which satisfies the following conditions (of
well-formedness ):
1. Local probability condition
'v'(ql' (7) E Q x rm L 16(qI,u,q,dW = 1.
(f,d)EQx{L-}-
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
'v'ql,q2 E Q,ql f:. q2,'v'U E r: L 6°(ql,u,q,d)6(q2,U,q,d) = O.
(f,d)EQx U.-}-
3. Separability condition.
L 6·(q1,U1,q,dl(r,tl))6(q~,U2,q,dl(r,t2)) = O.
(r,r)EQxR,
States from Q••UQr are called halting states and states from Qnon = Q\(Q ••UQr)
are called non-halting states.
To process an input word vector :z: E (L")m by A it is assumed that the
input is written on every tape J: with the end-markers in the form w~ = #:z:l:$
and that every such a tape, of length I:z:l:I+ 2, is circular, i. e., the symbol to the
right of S is #.
For the fixed input word vector :z: we can define n E rnm to be an integer
vector which determines the length of input word on every tape. So for every n
we can define Cn to be the set of all possible configurations of A where 1:z:'1 = n'.
m
ICnl = IQI fl (n' + 2). Every such a configuration is uniquely determined by a,=1
pair \q, s), where q E Q and 0 ~ ,,' ~ Iz'l + 1 specifies the position of head on
the i-th tape.
Every computation of A on an input :z:, I:z:iI = ni, is specified by a unitary
evolution in the Hilbert space H A,n = 1~(Cn). Each configuration c E Cn corre-
sponds to the basis vector in H A,n' Therefore a global state of A in the space
HA,n has a form L oclc}, where L locl~ = 1. If the input word vector is
cEC. cEC.
:z: and the automaton A is in its global state I1/!} = L oclc}, then its further
cEC.
step is equivalent to the application of a linear operator U: over Hilbert space
12(Cn).
2 Results
It is known [RS 59] that the projection onto one of the tapes of a language of n-
tuples of words that can be recognized by n-FDA, is a regular language. Indeed,
more is true: the projection onto one of the tapes of an arbitrary language which
is accepted by multi-tape finite nondeterministic automata is a regular language.
For probabilistic automata, however, the situation is different. Freivalds [Fr 91]
constructs a quasi deterministic 3-language, the projection of which on the first
tape is a nonstochastic language. The purpose of the present paper is to extend
this result to 2-languages.
We begin by recording a simple fact, for reference.
Lemma 2. [BFLL98] Let {I,6, .. " {I, ... be a .requence of random natural
number.r. Then, lor t ~ I,
Corollary 3. Let M be a natural number and let 6,{2, ... ,{e, ... be a .requence
01 independent random number.r uniformly dutributed over the .ret {I,2, ... ,M}.
Then P {E:=I co{, = c} ~ k lor arbitrary real number.r C, Cl,· •• , Ce (ce :f:. 0).
We consider the following 2-language in the alphabet {I, 2, 3}:
The following theorems was proved in [BFLL98].
Theorem 4. [BFLL98] For arbitrary c > 0, there ezists 2-FPA w recognizing
B(2) with probability 1- e,
I .
Theorem 5. [BFLL98] Let P(z) = L;=o c;xl be a polynomial 01 degree I ~ 2
with non-negative coefficienu, mapping the let 01 natural number.r into itsel].
Then the language L = {IP(,) I!E N} is nonstochastic.
Now we prove a quantum counterpart of Theorem 5.
Theorem6. Let P(x) = L~=oCiZi be a polynomial of degree I ~ 2 with non-
negative coefficients, mapping the set of natural numbers into itself. Then the
language L = {IP(,) I sEN} is not recognizable by any quantum finite automa-
ton even with unbounded error.
Before proving Theorem 6 we recall a known fact of Diophantine approximation.
Lemma 7. Let I, "'I, "'2, ... , "'I be real numbers lorming a linearly independent
system over the field of the rational numbers. Let P(z) be a polynomial of positive
degree with rational coefficients. Then the set of the fractional pam 01 the vectors
P(k)!t = (P(k)"'I, P(k)"'2 •... , P(k)"'d, kEN, i.f everywhere dense in the unit
t-dimensional hypercube.
Proof: See, for example, rCa 57] Ch. IV, Theorems III, IV, and VI. The sequence
P(k)!t of t-dimensional vectors is indeed uniformly distributed modulo 1 if (and
only if) so is the l-dirnensional sequence 'I P(k )tPl +'2 P(k )tP2+ ... +'e P( k )t/JI =
P(k) L, " t/J, for every non-zero vector ('1' '2, ... , II) of integers. Since the num-
bers I, t/JI, "'2,"" t/JI are linearly independent over the rationals, the number
'" = L, I,"', is irrational, and hence the polynomial ",P has irrational coeffi-
cients. However, it is known tbat the values Q(k), kEN, of a polynomial Q
having at least one irrational coefficient are uniformly distributed modulo 1.
Proof of Theorem 6. Assume, on the contrary, that the language L is recog-
nisable by a I-way quantum finite automaton (maybe with an unbounded error).
Then by [BFLL98] there exist a FPA e = ({I}, 5, Ho, Mil 'IF) and a number 'Y
such that
:z: = Ii E L ~ HoMtf1F > 'Y. (1)
Let II be the cardinality of 5 and let 5.j = l5.j le2.•• 'I", j = 1,2, ... , s, the
eigenvalues of the matrix MI' Let I, VJhVJ2' .•• ,,pc (t ~ ,,) be a system of lin-
early independent real numbers over the field of rational numbers such that
!Pj = raj + rljVJl + ... + rcj,pl with r"j rational, and denote by R the common
denominator of the numbers r"j, U = 0,1, ... , t, j = 1,2, ... ,.t. Let c < R
be a nonnegative integer congruent to CO modulo R. Let the bold numeral
1 denote a generic column matrix consisting of l's only, and put M Mf
and 'I = M{ (f1F - 'Y .1). Since HoM:1 = I, it follows from (1) that
(2)
Put I>'jl = J5.jJR, Bj = (!pj - roj) and >'j = l>.jle2 .•.•e;, and let Z be a Jordan
normal form of the matrix M, M = T-1 ZT. The numbers >'j are clearly the
eigenvalues of the matrix M. We have
• .-1
F(k) = HoM"f1 = HoT-1 ZiTf1 = L I>'mli Lkjamje2'l'·(ie •••+a•..;)
m=1 j=o
where amj, amj are real, and, since F(k) is also real, we may forthwith replace
the complex exponential by the cosine. To simplify further, partition the set
J = pj 11 ~ i ~"}of eigenvalues by their modulus: J = U1<v<NJv ,with i,
consisting of all the eigenvalues of equal modulus Pv and Pl <. .~. < PN. Write
F(k) in the form
where we have put
Bv(k, j) = L amj cos 21r(kBm + amj).
mE J~
Notice that the functions k 1-0 Bv(k,j) cannot all vanish identically because
F itself does not; indeed, since P(Rk) == CO == c(modR), we have by (2),
F(Q(l)) > 0 if Q(l) = P(R2 - c and 1E N. (3)
One may thus pick the largest index Vo among all v for which Li v B; (k, j) is not
identically zero as a function of k, and then pick the largest index jo among all j
for which k 1-0 Bvo(k,j) is not identically zero. Put for short B(k) = Bvo(k,jo)
and pick a value /c= /co for which B(ko) i- O.
Notice that if k" -- 00 is a sequence of integers for which B(kv) -- B(ko)
then
(4)
which for large v forces the signs of F(kv) and B(ko) to coincide. By Lemma
7 we may first pick such a sequence k" of the form Q(n,,) and conclude by (3)
that B(ko) > O. Picking now k" a second time, this time of the form Q(m,,) + I,
we then see that F(Q(m,,) + 1) > 0 for large v. This implies by (2) that for
all such v one has R(Q(m,,) + 1) + c = P(lv) for some l" E H, or, simplified,
P(RTTI.v)+R = P(I,,). However, since Pis of degree at least two and has positive
coefficients, it is clear that this equation has no solution 'v E N if m" is large
enough.
The assumption has lead us to a contradiction. IZJ
Theorem 8. There ezisis a language of pairl of wortU IUch th.at for eacb:pOlitive
number c thu language is recognized by a finite probabilutic automaton with
probability 1 - c. but the projection of thu language to one of the tape3 u not
recognized by any quantum finite automaton (even with unbounded error).
Proof: Consider the language B(2). By Theorem 4, there exists a 2-FPA w which
recognizes this language with probability I-c. On the other hand, the projection
of B(2) to the first tape is the language {I" 13 EN}, which is nonstochastic by
Theorem 5. IZJ
This result raises a question. We would like to know whether the language
B(2) can be recognized with a bounded error by a quantum finite automaton.
We believe that it cannot. Moreover, we believe that this result may be obtained
by a technique similar to that of the proofs of Proposition 7 in [KW 97] and
Theorem 2 in [AF 98]. However, by [ABFGK99] there exists a language, namely
L1, which is recognized by a quantum finite 2-tape automaton with probability
1 - c I bu t the projection of this language to the first tape is not regular.
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Abstract. Quantum finite automah., as well u quantum pushdown au-
tomata were first introduced by C. Moore, J. P. Crutchfield (MC 97]. In
this paper we introduce the notion of quantum pushdown automata in
a non-equivalent wa.y,including unitarity criteria (well-formedness con-
ditions), by using the definition of quantum finite automata of [KW 97J.
It is also introduced the notion of simplified quantum pushdown au-
toma.ta. and corresponding well-formedness conditions. It is established
that the unitarity criteria. of quantum pushdown automata are not equiv-
alent to the corresponding unitarity criteria of quantum Turing machines
[BV 97].
1 Introduction
Nobel prize winner physicist R. Feynman asked in 1982, what effects may have
the principles of quantum mechanics on computation [Fe 82J. He gave arguments
that it may require exponential time to simulate quantum mechanical processes
on classical computers. This served as a basis to the opinion that quantum
computers may have advantages versus classical ones. It was in 1989, when D.
Deutsch introduced the notion of quantum Turing machine [De 89] and proved
that quantum Turing machines compute the same recursive functions as classical
deterministic 'JUring machines do. P. Shor discovered that by use of quantum al-
gorithms it is possible to factorize large integers and compute discrete logarithms
in a polynomial time [Sh 94], what resulted into additional interest in quantum
computing and attempts to create quantum computers. First steps have been
made to this direction, and first quantum computers which memory is limited
by a few quantum bits have been constructed [KLMT 99]. To make quantum
computers with larger memory feasible, one of the problems is to minimize error
possibilities in quantum bits. Quantum error correction methods are developed
[CRSS 98] which would enable quantum computers with larger quantum mem-
ory.
Quantum mechanics differs from the classical physics substantially. It is
enough to mention Heuenberg '8 uncertainty principle, which states that it is
impossible to get information about different parameters of quantum particle
* Research supported by Grant No.96.0282 from the Latvian Council of Science
simultaneously precisely. Another well known distinction is the impossibility to
observe quantum object without changing it.
Fundamental concept of quantum information theory is fUantum bit. Classi-
cal information theory is baaed on classical bit, which hAStwo states 0 and 1.
The next step is probabili.rtic bit, which can be 0 with probability a and 1 with
probability P. where a +P = 1. Quantum bit or qbit is similar to probabilistic
bit with the difference that a and fJ are complex numbers with the property
la/2 + I/W = 1. It is common to denote qbit as alO) + Pll). As a result of
mel13urement, we get 0 with probability la/2 and 1 with probability 1.6]2.
Every computation done on qbits is accomplished by means of unitary op-
erators. Informally. every unitary operator can be interpreted as a revolution in
complex space. Therefore one of the basic properties of unitary operators is that
every quantum computing process not disturbed by measurements is reversible.
Unitarity is rather hard requirement which complicates programming of quan-
tum devices. The following features of quantum computers are most important:
1. Information is represented by qbits,
2. Any step of computation can be represented as a unitary operation, therefore
computation is reversible.
3. Quantum information cannot be copied.
4. Quantum parallelism; quantum computer can compute several paths simul-
taneously, however as a result of measurement it is possible to get the results
of only one computation path.
Quantum finite automata [KW 97] are considered to be the most elementary
model of quantum device. Quantum pushdown automata were first defined in
[MC 97], however the authors do not mention clear criteria to ensure unitarity
in the sense of respective definition. The definition in [MC 97] is not equivalent
to that given in this paper.
The following notations will be used further in the paper:
z" is the complex conjugate of a complex number z,
U· is the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix U.
I is the identity matrix.
t: is empty word.
Definition 1. Matrix U is called unitary, if UU· = U· U = I.
If U is a finite matrix, then UU· = I iff U· U = I. However this is not true
for infinite matrices:
Exa.mple 1.
U=
~oooo .
~OOOO .
o 1000 .
00100 .
o 0010 .
Here U'U = I but UrI" :f. I.
Theorem 2. If infinite matrice, A, B I C have finite number of nonzero ele-
ments in each row and column, then their multiplication U 43,ociative: (AB)C =
A(BC).
Proof. The element of matrix (AB)C in i-th row and j-th column is k;j =
00 00
L L Birbroc.;. The dement of matrix A(BC) in the same row and column is
.=lr=l
00 00
4; = L L Birbroc.;. As in each row and column of matrices A, B, C there is
r=l,=l
finite number of nonzero elements, it is also finite in the given series. Therefore
the dements of series can be rearranged, and kt; = 4;. 0
AJ noted further in the paper infinite matrices with finite number of nonzero
elements in each row and column describe the work of pushdown automata. In
further theorems there are stated some properties of such matrices.
Theorem 3. If U' U = I, then the norm of any row in the matrix U doe, not
exceed 1.
Proof. Let us consider the matrix S = UU·. The element of this matrix ';j =
(rj Ir,), where r, is i-th row ofthe matrix U. Let us consider the matrix T = 52.
The diagonal element of this matrix is
00 00 00
Li; = 2>;~'~;= L)r~lr;)(r;h) = L l(r~hW·
~=1 ~=1 ~=1
On the other hand, taking into account Theorem 2, we get that
T = 52 = (UUO)(UU") = U(U°UWo = UU' = S.
Therefore t;i = su = (rilri)' It means that
00
L Ihlr;)12 = (rilr;).
1=1
(I)
This implies that every element of series (1) does not exceed (rilr;). Hence
l(r;lr;}12 = (r,lri}2 ~ (rilr;). The last inequality implies that 0 ~ (r;!r;) ~ 1.
Therefore Ir, I ~ 1. 0
Theorem 4. Let tu a"sume that UOU = I. Then the row, of the matrix U are
orthogonal iff every row of the matm hal norm 0 or 1.
Proof. Let us assume that the rows of the matrix U are orthogonal. Let us
• 00
consider equation (1) from the proof of Theorem 3, i.e., E l(r1Ir;}12 = (rilr;).
~=1
ex>
As the rows of the matrix U are orthogonal, E Ih:lr,)13 = l(r,lr,)13. Hence
1=1
(r,lr,)2 = hlr,), i.e .• (r,lr,) = 0 or (r,lr,) = 1. Therefore Ir,1 = 0 or Ir,1 = 1.
Let as assume that every row of the matrix has norm 0 or 1. Then (rdr,)2 =
(r,lr,) and in compliance with the equation (I). E I(r11r,)12 = O. This
I:EN+\{i}
implies that Vk ::f:. i l(r1Ir,)! = O. Hence the rows of the matrix are orthogonal.
o
Theorem 5. The matriz U u unitary iff U· U = I and it" TOW' are normalized.
Proof. Let us assume that the matrix U is unitary. Then in compliance with
Definition 1,U· U = I and UU' = I, i.e, the rows of the matrix are orthonormal.
Let us assume that U' U = I and the rows of the matrix are normalized.
Then in compliance with Theorem 4 the rows of the matrix are orthogonal.
Hence UU· = I and the matrix is unitary. 0
2 Quantum pushdown automata
Definition6. A quantum pushdown automaton (QPA)
A = (Q, E, T. qo, Q"" Qrs 6) is specified by the finite set of states Q, the finite
input alphabet E and the stack alphabet T, the initial state qo E Q. the sets
Q ••.c Q. Qr C Q of accepting and rejecting states, respectively, with Q ••.nQr = 0,
and the transition function
6: Q x r x.1 x Q x {l,-..}x A" --> ([:[0,1),
where r = E u {#, $} is the input tape alphabet of A and #, $ are end-markers
not in E, .1 = TU{Zo} is the working stack alphabet of A and Zo f{. T is the stack
base symbol; {l, -..} is the set of directions of input tape head. The automaton
must satisfy the condition! of well-formedness, which will be expressed below.
Furthermore, the transition function is restricted to the following requirement:
If 6(q,Q,{3,q',d,w)::f:. 0, thenlwl ~ 2; if Iwl = 2, then WI = {3; if {3= Zo, then
w E ZoTo; if (3::f:.Zo, then w E TO.
Definition 6 utilizes that of classical pushdown automata from [Gu 89] .
•. Well-formedness conditions 2.1 1. Local probability condition.
V(qllO"I, 11) E Q x r x.1
I: 16(q1JCTlI
'
l,q,d,wW = 1.
(f,et,w)EQx{! •....•) x d·
(2)
2. Orthogonality of column vectors condition.
For all triples (Ql'O"I,ll)::f:. (q2,CTl,'T"2) in Q x r x.1
L 6·(Ql'O"lI'T"I,q,d,w)6(q2'O"lIT2,q,d,w) = O. (3)
(f,et,w)E Q x {L-) x d·
3. Rotu 1Iector" norm condition.
V(qltO'h0'2,1"l,1"2) E Q x r2 x..12
L IcSCq,O'lt1",qhd,W)12 = 1. (4)
(,.T,l,w)EQx d x {1, ....•}x {~.TJITITJ}
-I. Separability condition I.
V(ql,O'l,1"1),Cq2,O'l,1"2) E Q x r x..1, V1"3E..1
a) L cS'(ql'O'l,1"hq,d,1")cS(q2'O'h1"2,q,d,1"3T)+
(',l,T)EQx{1 •....•} xd
+ L cS'Cql,0'1,1"hq,d,c)cS(q2'O'l,1"2,q,d,T3) = OJ (5)
(,.c1)EQx{1, ....•}
b) L cS'CqhO'l,1"l,q,d,c)cSCq2'O'hT2,q,d,1"21"3) = O. (6)
("c1)EQx{1, ....•}
5. Separability condition II.
V(qhO'l,Tl),(q2,0'2,1"2) E Q x r x..1
L CS·CQ1,O'l,Tl,q,!.W)CSCq2,0'2,T2,q, ....•,W)=0. (7)
("w)EQx .do
6. Separability condition Ill.
V(qlJ O'lJ Tl), (q2' 0'2, T2) E Q x r x ..1, VT3 E ..1, Vdh d2 E {I. -+}, d1 :f:. d2
a) L 15' Cqlt 0'1, Tl, q,dh T)cS(q2' 0'2,1"2, q,d2, 1"31")+
("T)EQx..d
+ LcS'(ql,O'l,Thq,d1Ic)cSCq2,0'2,T2,Q,d2,T3) = OJ (8)
,EQ
b) LcS°CQlJO'l,ThQ,d1,c)cS(q2'0'2,T2,q,d2,T2T3) = O. (9)
,EQ
Let us assume that the automaton is in a state q, its input tape head is
above a symbol 0: and the stack head is above a symbol fJ. Then the automaton
undertakes the following actions with an amplitude cS(q, 0, fJ, s', d, w):
1. goes into the state q';
2. if d = ' -t " moves the input tape head one cell forwards;
3. takes out of the stack the symbol fJ (deletes it and moves the stack head one
cell backwards);
4. starting with the first empty cell, puts into the stack the string W, moving
the stack head Iwl cells forwards.
Definition 7. The configuration of a pushdown automaton is a pair [c) = IViqjVl, WI),
where the automaton is in a state qj E Q, ViVl E #1: $ is a finite word on the
input tape, W, E ZoT· is a finite word on the stack tape, the input tape head
is above the first symbol of the word VA:and the stack head is above the last
Iymbol of the word WI.
We shall denote by C the set of all configurations of the pushdown Automaton.
The Bet C is countably infinite. Every configuration Ie) denotes a basis vector
in the space HA = 12(C). Therefore A global state of A in the space HA has a
form I1/!)= E ocle}, where E locl2 = 1 and Oc E ~ denotes the amplitude of a
cEC cEC
configuration Ie). If the Automaton is in its global state (superposition) 11/1), then
its further step is equivalent to the application of a linear operator (evolution)
UA over the space HA.
Definition8. The linear operator UA is defined as follows:
UAI1/I) = LOcUAlc).
cEC
If a configuration c = IViq;CTV1,WIT}, then
UAle) = L 6(qj,U,T,q,d,w)I/(Ie),d,q),w,w),
(f,d,lJ)EQx{!,-}x .6°
where
(I )) {
ViqUV1,ifd=' i:
/ IIiqjCTlIl,WIT, d. q = if d ' I
ViuqVl, I = -J •
Remark. Although the QPA evolution operator matrix is infinite, it has a finite
number of nonzero elements in each row and column, as it is possible to reach
only a finite number of other configurations from a given configuration within
one step, all the same. within one step the given configuration is reachable only
from a finite number of different configurations.
Language recognition for QPA is defined as follows. For a QPA
A = (Q,E,T,qo.Qu,Qr,6) we define Gu = {llIiqVj;,WI) E G I q E Qu}, c. =
{llIiqllj;, WI) E G I q E Qr}, c; = G \ (Gu UGr). s., s., En are subspaces of H A.
spanned by Gu, G., Gn respectively. We use the observable 0 that corresponds
to the orthogonal decomposition HA = E; ffi B; $ En. The outcome of each
observation is either "accept." or "reject" or "non-halting".
The language recognition is now defined as follows: For an x E Eo we consider
as the input #x$, and assume t.hat the computation starts with A being in the
configuration Iqo#xS, Zo). Each computation step consists of two parts. At first
the linear operator UA is applied to the current global state and then the resulting
superposition is observed using the observable 0 as defined above. If the global
state before the observation is E ocle), then the probability that the resulting
cEC
superposition is projected onto the subspace Ei, i E {a, r, n}, is E IQcl:l. The
cEC.
computation continues until the result of an observation is "accept" or "reject".
Lemma 9. The columns 6Y6tem of a QPA evolution matriz is normalized iff the
condition (2), i.e., local probability condition, u '(Jtufied.
Lemma 10. The columns "Item of A QPA et101ution mairiz' U orthogonal iff
the conditionl (9,5,6,7,8,9), i.e., orthogonAlity of column vector6 and 6eparability
conditionl, are 'Atufied.
Lemma 11. The roW6 'Y6tem of a QPA evolution matm u normalized iff the
condition (.I), i.e., row vector, nonn condition, is ,atufied.
Theorem 12. Well-formednell conditionl 2.1 are Itltufied iff the evolution op-
erator UA U unitary.
Proof. Lemmas 9, la, 11 imply that Well-formedness conditions 2.1 are satisfied
iff the columns oftheevolution matrix are orthonormal and rows are normalized.
In compliance with Theorem 5. columns are orthonormal and rows are normal-
ized iff the matrix is unitary. 0
Remark. Well-formedness conditions 2.1 contain the requirement that rows sys-
tem has to be normalized, which is not necessary in the case of quantum Turing
machine [BV 97]. Here is taken into account the fact that the evolution of QPA
can violate the unitarity requirement if the row vectors norm condition is omit-
ted.
Bzample 2. A QPA. which evolution matrix columns are orthonormal, however
the evolution is not unitary.
Q = {q}, E = {I}, T = {I}.
6(q,#,ZO,q,-4,ZoI)= I, 6(q,#,I,q,-,II)= I,
6(q, 1,Zo, q, -4, ZoI) = I, 6(q, I, I, q, -,11) = I,
6(q, $, Zo, s, -4, ZoI) = I, 6(q, $, I, q, -,11) = I,
other values of arguments yield 6 = O.
By Well-formedness conditions 2.1, the columns of the evolution matrix are
orthonormal, but the matrix is not unitary, because the norm of the rows spec-
ified by the configurations Iw, Zo) is o.
Eza.mple 3. A QPA, which evolution is unitary.
Q = {ql' q:l}, E = {I}, T = {I}.
Vu E {#, $, I};
6(q:l' U, Zo, q2, -4, Zo) = I,
6(q2,u, I,ql,-4,c) = 7i,
6(q:l' U, I. Q2,-4, 11) = -3i,
other values of arguments yield 6 = O.
Even in the case of trivial QPA, it is a cumbersome task to check all the
conditions of well-formed ness 2.1. It is possible to relax the conditions slightly
by introducing the notion of ,implified QPA.
6(q1Ju,ZO,q2,-4,ZoI) = I,
6(q1Ja, I, q1J-4, c) = 7i
6(q1Ju, I,q2,-4, 11) = -~,
Definition 13. We shall say that aQPA ia ,implifiea, if there exists a func-
tion D : Q - {I, - },and 6(qJ,. 0',7", 'I.,d,.",) = 0" if D(q)f:-cJ.. Therefore the
tran:sition fUnction of a simplified QPA ill
rp('l1' 0', T, 'I,wJ = 6('11, e, T, Il,.DCq), w).
Taking into account Definition 13, roHowing well-formedn«$s conditions cor-
respond toslmplified QPA:
WeU~formedness conditions 2.2 1. Local probability condition ..
V(ql' 0'"11 Ttl EQ x rx L1
2:,lrp('l1l0"hl'l,'l,w)l2;: l.
(v, •••)EQx"""
(10)
2. Orthogonality of column lledor"condition.
For aI/triple" ('11,.0'1,1'1) :F ('1210'11 1'2) inQ x I' x 4
L rp" (ql' O'l,TI, '1,W)rp(Q210'"1,Tt,q,W);: O. (11)
(' ••••)EQx""·
3. Rmu vectorl norm condition.
V('1I., O'"J,0'"2,· 1"1, 1"2) E Q x r2 x 42
L: Irp(q,O'"I,1",'lIIW)!2 ;::;-l.
(t,T ."')E Q x.l1 x{'.T~,,'f,T~l
(12)
.f, S ep/J,r/J,biiity condition.
V('1I, 0'"111'1), ('12, O'"l,T2)E Q X. r X 4, YT3 E .4
a) L !P°('ll' 0'"1, 1"1> 'I, T)rp(q2' 0"1, T2, '1, r3T) +
h.T)EQx.l1
+L "P°(n, UI, 1"1> '1, f)rp('l2., (11, T2, '1,. T3) ;::;-OJ (13)
teQ
b) L Y'"('lIoO"hTlIQIC)rp(1[2,17I,1"2,'l,1'2TJ) = 0, (l'l)
,EQ
Theorem 14. The evolution of a Jimplified QPA i4 unitary if! Wdl-lormeanfJ.!
conditionJ 2.2 are Jati.,fied.
Proof. By Theorem 12 and Definition 13. o
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